Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Picornaviruses, which include the human rhinoviruses (HRVs) and enteroviruses (EVs), are the most frequent cause of acute human illness worldwide \[[@CR1]\]. HRVs are the most prevalent cause of acute respiratory tract illnesses (ARIs) which usually commence in the upper respiratory tract (URT). ARIs are the leading cause of morbidity in children under 5 years and occur in all seasons \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. ARIs linked to HRV infections are associated with excessive and perhaps inappropriate antibiotic prescribing \[[@CR4]\] and with significant direct and indirect healthcare expenditure \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. ARI incidence is highest in the first 2 years of life, with up to 13 episodes per year including up to six positive for an HRV, and it is not uncommon to average one infection per child-month \[[@CR3], [@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. In preschool-aged children, nearly 50 % of general practitioner visits are for ARI \[[@CR10]\], many of which are self-limiting. ARIs can often be managed in the community with supportive care from parents, but complications can arise that require a medical visit for management of asthma, otitis media, or sinusitis \[[@CR11]\]. HRVs replicate in nasal cells, sinus cells, bronchial epithelial cells (BECs) \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], and smooth muscle cells \[[@CR14]\] but not in monocytes \[[@CR15]\] or dendritic cells (DCs) \[[@CR16]\]. The inflammatory immune response they trigger very soon after infection has its greatest impact in the young, the elderly, those with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and in the immunocompromised. First infections usually elicit a stronger response. Antiviral interventions have been under development for decades; to date most have met with varying degrees of failure or unacceptability. Vaccines have been considered unachievable because of the large number of diverse and distinct viral types.

There are 100 classically defined and recognized HRV serotypes grouped into two species, HRV-A and HRV-B, and a recently defined third species, HRV--C, containing more than 60 genotypes identified and characterized entirely by molecular means. Their cousins, the four enterovirus species (EV-A, EV-B, EV-C, and EV-D), are also found in the airways at times. Most systematic and mechanistic studies of HRV etiology and pathogenesis have been informed by studies in adults, mostly prior to the discovery of HRV-Cs. Adults exhibit reduced symptoms from HRV infections because of prior exposure and the resultant protective immune memory which that imparts (see Sect. [7.3](#Sec26){ref-type="sec"}). Furthermore, many modern studies (1) draw conclusions about lower respiratory tract (LRT) disease using URT specimens and (2) infrequently sample, doing so across small cross sections of time. These limitations have hampered attempts to associate virus detection and disease. Current thinking is that HRV-Cs may be key players in asthma exacerbations although our inability to culture them routinely has hindered our progress in understanding their role. The impact of the HRVs has been underestimated for decades, and the concept of the HRVs as a very large assemblage of genetically, immunogenically, antigenically, and temporally distinct and stable viral entities remains rare; they are more commonly considered a single variable virus, a view that science does not support.

Historical Background {#Sec2}
=====================

The disease most commonly associated with the airways and resulting from HRV infection is the common cold, a self-limiting coryzal illness \[[@CR17]--[@CR19]\]. The term dates back to ancient Greece, but evidence that the syndrome and asthma, another disease most frequently due to HRV infection, has been with us since ancient times can be viewed in writings on the Ebers papyrus, a medical document written in the sixteenth century BC \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. In 1930 the common cold was considered either to be due to exposure to the elements or to infection by bacteria \[[@CR22]\]. It was later understood to be largely due to something in bacteria-free filtrates, and so the search for viral causes began \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\].

The Common Cold Unit (CCU) was established in Salisbury, UK, to seek solutions to the mysteries of the common cold, mostly through adult volunteer infection studies and careful systematic science \[[@CR23]\]. The CCU functioned for 44 years (1946--1990), and it was here in 1953 that the first in vitro culture of an HRV was achieved using lung tissue from a particular embryo (Fig. [29.1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Propagation failed once this tissue was expended \[[@CR22], [@CR33]\]. Fig. 29.1A timeline of virus discovery from the human respiratory tract. The date of each virus's published description is shown, as are the dates the HRV crystal structures were defined and the first HRV genomes sequenced

Once HRV isolation was possible, viral serotyping developed and culture techniques were further refined. This leads to an international effort to characterize and name the HRVs \[[@CR27]--[@CR30]\].

In 2006 renewed interest in HRV research was triggered by the description of a distinct clade of HRV types \[[@CR31]\] found using molecular typing. The resultant flurry of HRV research raised questions about many earlier paradigms of rhinovirology and of the role of established respiratory viruses in ARIs. The novel clade was proposed as a new species, HRV-C, which was taxonomically confirmed in 2009 \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\]. Prior to the discovery of the HRV-Cs, the genus *Rhinovirus* had been abolished and the HRV-A and HRV-B species assigned to the genus *Enterovirus* within the family *Picornaviridae* \[[@CR35]\]. The HRV-Cs have been assigned a new naming scheme based on genetic sequence in the absence of antigenic or serological data. While the sequencing of all serotyped HRV genomes was completed in 2009, few of the HRV-Cs or apparently novel HRV-As or HRV-Bs have been similarly characterized, so the full spectrum of HRV genomes, the rhinovirome, remains incomplete. In this chapter we have described individual serotyped HRVs as the "classical" types, a type being the description for a single, genetically stable, stand-alone HRV.

Methods for Epidemiologic Analysis {#Sec3}
==================================

The Pre-molecular Era {#Sec4}
---------------------

The original clinical definition of an HRV infection was written using data from cell and tissue culture and adult human infection studies. After 1953 in vitro isolation methods employed a virus interference test to more easily determine successful isolation; cultures suspected of infection with an uncharacterized HRV prevented infection by another, readily titratable virus \[[@CR36]\]. Later, Price (1956; the JH strain) and then Pelon and co-workers (1957; 2,060 strain) developed culture systems that permitted HRV replication to be more easily identified \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. The early HRVs were initially classified as echoviruses (ECHO 28; later HRV-1) \[[@CR39]\]. At the same time, propagation of the HGP (HRV-2) strain resulted from using increased acidity, lowered cultivation temperatures, and constant motion (rotation) \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Despite the challenges \[[@CR42]\], virus isolation was a more sensitive indicator of infection than an antibody rise in paired sera \[[@CR43]\].

It was found that several cell lines and methods were required to encompass virus concentrations ranging from 10^1^ to 10^5^ TCID~50~/mL \[[@CR44]--[@CR47]\] and growth differences among the different virus types. Additionally, cell age after plating (\<72 h), inoculum volume (relevant to the culture vessel), medium pH (6.8--7.3), and cell density were important factors for the reproducible appearance of HRV-induced plaques and for higher virus yields \[[@CR48]--[@CR51]\]. The HRVs can grow at temperatures above 35 °C (some prefer that under certain conditions) \[[@CR52]\], but rolling at 33 °C, preceded by a 2--4-h stationary incubation period \[[@CR41]\], has historically provided the highest yield and fastest in vitro HRV growth \[[@CR36], [@CR50], [@CR53], [@CR54]\].

Serodiagnosis grew increasingly impractical as the number of serotypes increased \[[@CR49], [@CR55]\]. However, antibody-based methods were essential for type-specific neutralization of infection \[[@CR56]\] from which early epidemiology data were derived and around which the HRV nomenclature system evolved in 1967 \[[@CR28]\]. The first classical strains were officially named in 1967 \[[@CR57]\], the last in 1987 \[[@CR30]\].

Today we know that cell culture-based methods are unreliable for accurately representing respiratory virus epidemiology; although enhanced by immunofluorescence, they are still used \[[@CR58]\]. The HRV-Cs have not been successfully cultured in any cell lines or primary cell culture, although many attempts have been described \[[@CR32], [@CR59]--[@CR62]\]. In 2011 HRV-C15 and W23 (another HRV-C) were shown to grow using organ culture \[[@CR63]\]. Sinus tissue hosted increasing levels of viral RNA, as did adenoid, tonsil, and nasal polyp tissue, but much less effectively, as measured by in situ hybridization \[[@CR63]\]. The sinus organ culture system also allowed testing of the first reverse engineered HRV-C (pC15) \[[@CR63]\]. Isolation identified HRVs in \~23 % of adults with ARIs, associated with 0.5 illnesses per year \[[@CR64]\].

The Molecular Era {#Sec5}
-----------------

Because culture is inefficient and subjective and requires expertise, even for the culturable HRV types, it is becoming an art lost to clinical laboratories the world over. It is unsurprising that PCR-based methods now prevail, providing a much improved understanding of the nature and scope of HRV infections. The virological and immunobiological cost of this improvement is a paucity of low passage "wild" HRV isolates to work with; thus, many research findings from recent years have employed easy to grow highly passaged and adapted HRV isolates. The impact of virus adaptation on the reliability of data from use of such viruses is unknown.

PCR-based assays have dramatically increased the frequency of HRV detection \[[@CR65]--[@CR70]\]. The improved sensitivity and reduced turnaround time have shown that HRVs, as a group, are usually the predominant viruses in ARI cases \[[@CR71]--[@CR73]\]. With reliable detection levels that extend from as few as 10^2^ TCID~50~/sample to well above clinically relevant loads, PCR can detect virus levels which are commonly shed during all stages of experimental infection studies \[[@CR74], [@CR75]\].

The common understanding of the systemic \[[@CR76]--[@CR78]\] or symptomatic \[[@CR79], [@CR80]\] context of HRV detections was established during the era of culture detection, and PCR has challenged these paradigms by detecting virus more often than culture. HRVs are sometimes found in "healthy controls"; however, it is likely that with more thoughtful definitions of "healthy," these detections would reduce. It is not uncommon to experience a feeling that one is "coming down" with something that never develops further. This is likely due to a transient infection or reinfection by an HRV or other respiratory virus that is eliminated quickly by the host response. It is possible to correlate viral nucleic acid load at the sampling site with disease severity; however, this is made difficult by the highly variable sampling efficiency of respiratory tract specimens which only permit the generation of reliable quantitative PCR (qPCR) data if serial specimens are available \[[@CR81]\].

The 5′ untranslated region (UTR; Figs. [29.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is the most common target for diagnostic oligonucleotides since the first HRV RT-PCR in 1988 \[[@CR82]\], and the region has retained relevance for virus detection by its adaptation to reverse transcriptase real-time methods (RT-rtPCR) \[[@CR53], [@CR65], [@CR66], [@CR69], [@CR74]--[@CR76], [@CR79], [@CR83]--[@CR103]\]. The 5′UTR is comprised of a number of conserved sequence "islands" (Fig. [29.2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) that permit the robust detection of the majority of HRVs and those "respiratory EVs" which can be regularly detected in the respiratory tract \[[@CR104], [@CR105]\]. The detection of respiratory EVs in no way detracts from the importance of supporting clinical decision making using these assays. However, repositioning these primers or changing the method of employing them \[[@CR106]--[@CR109]\] may undermine assay performance, as evidenced by predicted hybridization mismatches, uncommonly low detection frequencies \[[@CR110]\], and by comparison of multiple primer sets using the same specimens \[[@CR111]\]. The addition of an oligoprobe rtPCR method increases amplicon detection sensitivity and specificity, identifying 100-fold fewer TCID~50~/mL or 10 fold fewer genome copies than agarose gel detection of amplicon \[[@CR75], [@CR79], [@CR112]\]. Fig. 29.2A schematic of conserved sequence regions in a generalized HRV 5′ UTR, based on a map described by Andeweg et al. \[[@CR68]\]. The PCR primers of broadly reactive conventional RT-PCR \[[@CR82], [@CR113]\] and RT-rtPCR \[[@CR75], [@CR114]\] assays are shown

Other molecular tools, capable of detecting multiple targets, have evolved in recent years \[[@CR58], [@CR70], [@CR115]--[@CR121]\], and some have gone on to be approved for clinical laboratory use \[[@CR122]\]. Microarrays can detect thousands of viral targets, but are expensive for routine use (USD30--300 per sample) and not sensitive enough to avoid a pre-hybridization PCR amplification when using clinical specimens. At their most robust, microarrays, like PCR, rely on the existence of conserved regions of sequence to detect unknown viruses allowing them to detect previously unknown HRV types \[[@CR123]\]. High-throughput or "deep" sequencing platforms have become less expensive and more readily available, and they have succeeded in finding new diversity within the HRV species \[[@CR124]\]. The experiments remain costly so have not yet found a place for regular screening tasks and remain coupled to a need for pre-PCR steps. Rapid protein- or virion-based assays are not (yet) adequately sensitive \[[@CR125], [@CR126]\].

Because of the high number of HRVs and the high frequency of infections, genotyping methods have become an essential accompaniment for understanding HRV epidemiology. Nucleotide sequencing of the VP1, 5′UTR+VP4+VP2 (called hereafter VP4/VP2), or 5′UTR region has replaced traditional serological methods, because of its speed and need for fewer specialized reagents compared to serotyping. VP1 yields the most comprehensive subgenomic genotyping information and is essential for the minimal definition of a new HRV type \[[@CR127]\]. The VP4/VP2 region (Fig. [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) is considered easier to use because it encompasses sufficient genetic diversity to confirm the identity of a clinical HRV type while also providing broad enough sensitivity to amplify the \~160 HRVs from a challenging biological substrate, clinical specimens \[[@CR128]\]. Screening of airway specimens for HRVs is not routine \[[@CR111]\] due to factors including cost and the perceived low clinical relevance of detection. Genotyping is mostly relegated to research facilities. Because of this, HRV molecular epidemiology studies tend to be smaller and focused on a specific disease or research question. Fig. 29.3A schematic of the \~7,200 nucleotide ssRNA genome and key regions of a typical HRV member of the genus *Enterovirus*. The polyprotein and precursory (*P1*--*P3*) and 11 matured peptides are named in genome boxes and functionally identified underneath. The RNA is polyadenylated at the 3′ end and covalently bound to the virion protein, genome (*VPg* encoded by *3B*) at the 5′ terminus. Regions essential for genus- and species-level identification are underlined (*dashed line*) as are those which are more commonly used in the clinical research setting (*wavy line*). The distinctively located HRV and EV cis-acting replication elements are shown as stem loop structures and protease (*PRO*) and polymerase (*POL*) functional regions are labeled (Adapted with permission from McErlean et al. \[[@CR33]\])

Biological Characteristics {#Sec6}
==========================

Most in-depth molecular studies of HRV replication have focused on a single HRV type. Generally, it is presumed that results can be extrapolated to the other HRV types and to the in vivo situation. HRVs replicate in the cytoplasm (Fig. [29.4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR129]\] with membrane-associated replication structures containing double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) replicative intermediates (RI) which are formed in cells 4 h after infection \[[@CR52], [@CR130]\]. Single-stranded infectious RNA forms after RIs start to accumulate \[[@CR130]\]. Genomic RNA (plus strand) is the template for complementary minus strand synthesis which in turn is the template for new genomic plus strands that become incorporated into virions \[[@CR131]\]. Virions are synthesized from 4 to 7 h after infection and reach maximum release levels at 10--18 h \[[@CR131]\].

HRV replication in epithelial cells may shut off host cell transcriptional activity via direct cleavage of transcription factors and nuclear pore complex components. Protease 2A (2A^PRO^) of HRV-B2 may directly cleave eukaryotic initiation factor 4G (eIF4G) when bound to eIF4E \[[@CR132], [@CR133]\]. The eIFs have key roles in initiation and rate control of host cell translation \[[@CR132]\]. Host cellular protein production is virtually replaced by HRV-B14 proteins after only 6 h of infection \[[@CR134]\]. HRV-B14-infected cells also display reduced nuclear importing and degraded nuclear pore complex (NPC) components \[[@CR135]\]. This may represent another HRV strategy for limiting the host response by preventing or reducing key signaling pathway molecules (e.g., IRF-3, STAT1, NF-κB) and shutting down host cell protein synthesis. Protease 3C (3C^PRO^) from HRV-A16 targets the nucleus and can disrupt active and passive nucleocytoplasmic transport \[[@CR129], [@CR136]\]. Recombinant 2A^PRO^ protein from HRV-A16,HRV-A89, HRV-B4, HRV-B14, HRV-C2, and HRV-C6 exhibited differing specificities and kinetics against eIF4G as well as NPC components demonstrating functional diversity between HRV types \[[@CR137]\]. This finding underscores the functional diversity within the HRV species and the risk of extrapolating too greatly from the study of single HRV types. It is apparent from a wealth of immunobiological data that HRVs still efficiently trigger a proinflammatory immune response that has considerable clinical impact among at-risk groups, and that their putative interruption of host cell machinery does little to hinder this. Fig. 29.4Schematic of a general HRV attachment and entry process. Genome replication in association with membranes produces the viral polyprotein which is co- and posttranslationally processed by 2A^PRO^ and 3C^PRO^ into the proteins (*P1*--*P3*) and structural peptides (*VP1*--*VP4*; *VP2* and *VP4* derive from the VP0 precursor protein) that assemble into protomers, pentamers, and finally capsids. Nonstructural proteins are also released in these cleavages as well as through autoproteolytic cleavage. Mature HRV virions packaged with an ssRNA genome escape by cell lysis (Adapted with permission from Arden et al. \[[@CR138]\])

The Rhinovirus Genome {#Sec7}
---------------------

The virion encapsulates an approximately 7 kb positive sense RNA genome (Fig. [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which tends to be more adenine and uracil (A+U) rich than the EV genome \[[@CR139]\]. In particular, A+U more frequently occupies the third or "wobble" codon position. The single RNA "gene" acts as messenger RNA to encode the single multi-domain, proteolytically processed "polyprotein." The coding region is bracketed by UTRs which perform regulatory functions necessary for genome duplication \[[@CR140]\]. These are very similar genomic, transcriptional, and translational features to those of their close cousins, the EVs. Most of the information currently required for virus identification by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) can be found through analysis of the genetic features of HRVs (Fig. [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

There are 158 complete HRV polyproteins on the GenBank database (Fig. [29.5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The first complete HRV genome sequence (HRV-B14) was described in 1984 \[[@CR141]\] followed by HRV-A2 in 1985 \[[@CR142]\] and HRV-A1b in 1988\[[@CR143]\](Fig. [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In 2007 Kistler et al. added 28 genomes \[[@CR144]\] and Tapparel et al. 12, including one common to both studies \[[@CR145]\]. Sequencing of the VP4/VP2 region was completed for all classical strains in 2002 \[[@CR146]\], and the complete set of 1D regions were available in 2004 \[[@CR147]\]. Currently there are at least 50 named HRV-C VP1 regions available and 20 complete HRV-C genomes. Many more genomes are appearing as part of the Rhinovirus Consortium's efforts to complete and study the rhinovirome using high-throughput sequencing technologies to genetically characterize HRVs from their combined clinical specimen stores (<http://www.international-rhinovirus-consortium.org/>). Many 5′UTR and VP4/VP2 sequences reside on the GenBank database, most of which are labeled using in-house laboratory schemes rather than an approved nomenclature. Analysis of the full-length genomes supports the use of 5′UTR, VP1, and VP4/VP2 subgenomic regions for useful representation of HRV species and types \[[@CR144], [@CR147]\]. Fig. 29.5The current spectrum of 168 complete HRV complete polyprotein amino acid sequences available on the GenBank database. The alignment was conducted using MAFFT within Geneious Pro v5.6 \[[@CR148]\]. The phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using *MEGA* version 5 (Poisson model, 500 bootstraps with consensus support shown at the nodes where space permitted \[[@CR149]\]) (Reprinted with permission from Miller and Mackay \[[@CR150]\])

Recombination, the process of genetic exchange which results in a chimeric genome \[[@CR151]\], can only be detected in mature viruses after the fact, and it must therefore be inferred indirectly through genomic analysis and comparison. Predictions of infrequent recombination among the HRVs \[[@CR83]\] have been made based on examination of the available set of HRV coding and noncoding regions \[[@CR152]\]. Intensive analyses reported that recombination is not a driving force for the evolution of HRV types \[[@CR144], [@CR153], [@CR154]\]. Some discrepancies are likely because of the different number of sequences used, the different origins of the viruses used for sequencing, and the analysis methods employed. HRV-C evolution seems to have been more affected by prior recombination, than is apparent for members of HRV-A or HRV-B. This is similar to the EV species but with far fewer predicted recombination events than for EV evolution \[[@CR114], [@CR151], [@CR155], [@CR156]\]. Most of the recombination proposed to have affected the HRVs occurred between HRV-C and HRV-A and is often found within the 5′UTR or at the 5′UTR/VP4 junction \[[@CR83], [@CR157], [@CR158]\] but rarely in coding sequence (2A \[[@CR158]\] or 3C \[[@CR83]\]). The high sequence diversity among the individual HRV polyprotein coding sequences may keep recombination events to a minimum in order to retain viral fitness \[[@CR158]\]. The ability of HRVs to recombine in practice awaits empirical evidence; the extent of recombination among all HRV or EV types and the frequency with which viable recombinants arise are entirely unquantified.

The Rhinovirus Capsid {#Sec8}
---------------------

The 28--30 nm HRV virion has been visualized for only a handful of HRV-A and HRV-B types (including HRV-A1a, HRV-A2, HRV-B3, HRV-B14, and HRV-A16), but no HRV-C structures have been empirically determined to date. The first, HRV-B14, was described in 1985 \[[@CR159]\] followed by HRV-A1a in 1989 \[[@CR160]\], HRV-A16 in 1993 \[[@CR161]\], HRV-A3 in 1996 \[[@CR162]\], and HRV-A2 in 2000 \[[@CR163]\]. HRV-C structure has only been predicted using computer modeling, but their basic structure seems to be that expected of an HRV (Fig. [29.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR33]\]. The HRV capsid shell is composed of 60 protomers, each comprising one copy of the viral proteins VP4, VP3, VP2, and VP1. VP1, VP2, and VP3 (each \~30 kDa) are to some extent exposed on the capsid surface, whereas VP4 (\~7 kDa) is internalized and associated with viral RNA. Five protomers come together at a point around a fivefold axis, and this cluster is called the pentamer. The fivefold axis is circumscribed by a cleft referred to as the "canyon." VP1, VP2, and VP3 are each formed by a convoluted set of protein sheets and loops \[[@CR159]\]. The loops protrude beyond the external capsid surface and contain discontinuous antigenic sites. Of the HRV types studied, four neutralizing antibody immunogenic (NIm) regions have been identified on HRV-B14 and HRV-A16: NIm-1A (located in VP1), NIm-1B (VP1), NIm-II (VP2 and VP1), and NIm-III (VP3 and VP1) \[[@CR159]\]. Antigenic sites identified on HRV-A2 are called A, B, and C \[[@CR164]\]. The scope and location of antigenic and immunogenic moieties among the HRV-Cs is unknown. Using known receptor binding sequence as a guide for computer modeling (Fig. [29.6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), it has been predicted that when discovered, the receptor for the HRV-Cs will differ from the major and minor receptors defined for the HRV-As and HRV-Bs \[[@CR33]\]. Fig. 29.6Predicted HRV-C3 pentamers compared to major (HRV-B14) and minor (HRV-A2) group HRV pentamers which have been obtained from X-Ray crystallography. (**a**) HRV-C3 versus HRV-B14 SimPlot data projected onto a space filling depiction of the predicted HRV-C3 pentamer. Shading represents the amino acid identity (26--69 %). The *yellow-dashed triangle* represents a single icosahedral asymmetric unit (*T* = p3 conformation) composed of VP1 and VP2 from the same protomer and VP3 from an adjacent protomer. The major group domains of interest are divided between two asymmetric units for ease of viewing. Receptor (*white*) and antigenic (*red*) sites are shown in outline. (**b**) Bird's eye view of a major group HRV pentamer in ribbon form (HRV-B14, *gray*) with labeled antigenic neutralization sites (NImIA-III, *green*) and combined HRV-A16 and HRV-B14 intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1 receptor footprints (*red*) \[[@CR165], [@CR166]\]. Magnified areas of interest (*boxed*) highlight computer-based comparisons to the equivalent HRV-C3 (*orange*) predicted structures of interest. (**c**) HRV-C3 versus HRV-A2 SimPlot data projected onto the HRV-C3 pentamer. The domains of interest are mostly shown within a single asymmetric unit. (**d**) A minor group pentamer (HRV-A2, *gray*) including antigenic sites (sites **a**--**c**, *green*) and very-low-density-lipoprotein receptor (VLDLR) footprint (*red*) \[[@CR167]\]. Attachment of the VLDL-R involves adjacent VP1 molecules. Magnified VP1 area represents one half of a VLDL-R footprint \[[@CR168]\]. Amino acid substitutions (*arrowed*) contributed to the differences between minor group sites **b** and **c** (Adapted with permission from McErlean et al. \[[@CR33]\])

Classification of the HRVs {#Sec9}
--------------------------

The three HRV species within the genus *Enterovirus* are a genetically, immunogenically, and antigenically diverse assemblage of \>160 viral types (Table [29.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This accounts for the combination of HRV-A1a and -A1b, exclusion of HRV-87, which is actually EV-D68 despite confusion over acid liability \[[@CR169]--[@CR171]\] and combination of HRV-Hanks which is actually HRV-A21 \[[@CR147]\]. Serological studies indicate that some HRV-A and HRV-B types may not be distinct enough to deserve a unique identity \[[@CR147]\]. Species within the genus share \>70 % amino acid (aa) identity in the polyprotein and in 2C+3CD and \>60 % aa identity in P1 (Fig. [29.3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) as well as their host cell receptors, a limited natural host range, a genome base composition (G+C) that varies by no more than 2.5 %, and a similar compatibility of proteolytic processing, replication, encapsidation, and genetic recombination \[[@CR172]\]. A variant of the same HRV type shares 87--88 % aa identity or more in VP1 \[[@CR129]\]. Much of the nongenetic criteria remain undefined for the HRV-Cs. In 2008 the genera *Enterovirus* and *Rhinovirus* were officially combined, retaining the former genus name *Enterovirus* with the *Human enterovirus* C as the prototype species. A genus in the order *Picornavirales*, family *Picornaviridae*, is at least 58 % different in its amino acid identity from any other genus. In 2009 a proposal establishing the species *Human rhinovirus C* was ratified by the ICTV. Formal HRV-C numbering commenced in 2010, and type numbers were initially assigned based on the date of submission of relevant sequences to GenBank (HRV-C1, formerly NAT001; HRV-C2, f. NAT045; HRV-C3, f. QPM; HRV-C4, f. C024, etc.; Table [29.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR127]\]. A clinical detection of an HRV-C can be considered a novel type principally based on its VP1 sequence or provisionally ("C_pat," Table [29.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) based on VP4/VP2 \[[@CR146]\] and could be confirmed as a variant of a previously characterized HRV-C by identity thresholds to either region. The 5′UTR can be and still is used \[[@CR173], [@CR174]\] for HRV genotyping, but it is a more problematic region than VP1 or VP4/VP2 because of the recombination activity that affects this region, especially among the HRV-Cs \[[@CR175]\]. This is presented as phylogenetic intermingling of some HRV-A and HRV-C types \[[@CR114]\]. Nonetheless, careful application of sequence identity thresholds when comparing clinical sequences to the GenBank database (≥96 % identity required before assigning a clinical detection to a particular type) succeeds in characterizing HRV species and types \[[@CR9]\]. There are currently 50 types within HRV-C (which includes the types once grouped together under HRV-"A2," HRV-X, and HRV-NY clades), 78 HRV-A types, and 25 HRV-Bs. The most up-to-date information on current taxonomic trends can be found at the ICTV Picornaviridae study group website (<http://www.picornastudygroup.com/>).

Historically a key feature distinguishing the HRVs from the EVs was the instability of the HRV capsid in the presence of acid and their lower preferred laboratory propagation temperature (33--34 °C versus 37 °C for EVs). Over time HRVs have been subclassified in different ways. The first was based on tissue tropism and host range. HRVs that preferred growth using monkey cells were called "M" strains and those (the majority) that grew only in human cell cultures, "H" strains \[[@CR56], [@CR176]--[@CR180]\]. These two groups correlate with receptor usage \[[@CR131]\] (Table [29.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) and possibly with the titer of the inoculum employed \[[@CR181]\]. In 1962 it was proposed to abandon this terminology in favor of a sequential numbering system \[[@CR177]\].

Picornaviruses recognize a variety of cellular receptors \[[@CR169], [@CR182], [@CR183]\]. HRV types are also subdivided into major and minor groups defined by use of one of the two main receptor molecules \[[@CR184], [@CR185]\]. The capsid of the majority of classical HRVs (*n* = 89) \[[@CR184]\] interacts with the amino-terminal domain of the 90 kDa intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-1; CD54) \[[@CR186]--[@CR189]\]. Receptor binding destabilizes the HRV capsid, probably by dislodging the "pocket factor," and initiates uncoating \[[@CR164], [@CR182], [@CR190]\]. ICAM-1 interacts with its receptor, leukocyte function antigen-1 (LFA-1), and plays a role in recruitment and migration of immune effector cells \[[@CR191]\]. The minor group \[[@CR184]\] of classical viruses employ members of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) family to attach to cells \[[@CR167]\]. Binding of VLDL-R occurs outside of the canyon employing a different destabilizing and uncoating mechanism. Heparan sulfate may act as a receptor under specific conditions \[[@CR183], [@CR192], [@CR193]\].

In 1990 Andries et al. defined, and Laine et al. refined, two "antiviral groups" (A and B) based on their susceptibility to a panel of antiviral molecules \[[@CR165], [@CR194]\]. These groupings reflected the nature of the amino acid (and hence nucleotide) sequence of the region interacting with the antiviral molecules. These antiviral groups can also be visualized using phylogeny \[[@CR194]\]. When sequences from other subgenomic regions, including P1, 2C, and 3CD, were examined by phylogeny, the species were found, in most cases, to inversely correlate with antiviral grouping labels (Table [29.1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Today, sequencing and phylogeny play a central role in species classification within the genus, and together, they are surrogates for the important biological classification criteria \[[@CR146], [@CR147], [@CR165], [@CR195]--[@CR197]\]. For the HRV-Cs, first described as the "HRV-A2" clade (not to be confused with the single virus, HRV-A2, this naming scheme appeared after the HRV-C clade's name was proposed) of viruses in 2006 \[[@CR31]\], sequencing of 5′UTR and VP4/VP2 has provided the bulk of HRV information from clinical studies. While culture in primary sinus tissue has been reported \[[@CR63]\], no receptor is yet defined.Table 29.1ICTV-approved nomenclature for the members of the HRV speciesHuman rhinovirusABC[1]{.ul} ^**M,B**^**34** ^**B**^**64** ^**B**^**3** ^**H,A**^C3 (f. QPM)C26C_pat14 (f. SA365412)[2]{.ul} ^**M,B**^**36** ^**B**^**65** ^**B**^**4** ^**A**^C10 (f. QCE)C27C_pat15 (f. HRV-CO-1368)**7** ^**H,B**^**38** ^**B**^**66** ^**B**^**5** ^**A**^C1 (f. NAT001)C28C_pat16 (f. RV1250)**8** ^**H,A**^**39** ^**B**^**67** ^**B**^**6** ^**H,A**^C2 (f. NAT045)C29C_pat17 (f. RV1039)**9** ^**H,B**^**40** ^**B**^**68** ^**B**^**14** ^**H,A**^C4 (f. C024)C30C_pat18 (f. RV546)**10** ^**H,B**^**41** ^**B**^**71** ^**B**^**17** ^**H,A**^C5 (f. C025)C31C_pat19 (f. China/GDYY100/2008)**11** ^**H,B**^**43** ^**A**^**73** ^**B**^**26** ^**H,A**^C6 (f. C026)C32C_pat20 (f. 202511)**12** ^**H,B**^[44]{.ul} ^**B**^**74** ^**B**^**27** ^**H,B**^C7 (f. NY074)C33C_pat21 (f. 202092)**13** ^**H,A**^**45** ^**A**^**75** ^**B**^**35** ^**A**^C8 (f. N4)C34C_pat22 (f. 20264)**15** ^**H,A**^**46** ^**B**^**76** ^**B**^**37** ^**A**^C9 (f. N10)C35C_pat24 (KR1868)**16** ^**H,B**^[47]{.ul} ^**B**^**77** ^**B**^**42** ^**A**^C11 (f. CL-170085)C36 (f. NAT069)C_pat27 (f. PV68)**18** ^**H,A**^[49]{.ul} ^**B**^**78** ^**B**^**48** ^**A**^C12C37 (f. NAT059)C_pat28 (f. Cd08-1009-U)**19** ^**H,B**^**50** ^**B**^**80** ^**B**^**52** ^**A**^C13C38 (f. tu34)**20** ^**H,B**^**51** ^**B**^**81** ^**B**^**69** ^**A**^C14C39 (f. g2-11)**21** ^**H,B**^**53** ^**B**^**82** ^**B**^**70** ^**A**^C15C40 (f. g2-25)**22** ^**H,B**^**54** ^**A**^**85** ^**B**^**72** ^**A**^C16C41 (f. g2-23)[23]{.ul} ^**H,B**^**55** ^**B**^**88** ^**B**^**79** ^**A**^C17C42 (f. g2-28)**24** ^**H,B**^**56** ^**B**^**89** ^**B**^**83** ^**A**^C18C43 (f. 06-230)[25]{.ul} ^**H,B**^**57** ^**B**^**90** ^**B**^**84** ^**A**^C19C44 (f. PNC40168)**28** ^**H,B**^**58** ^**B**^**94** ^**B**^**86** ^**A**^C20C45 (f. PNC40449)[29]{.ul} ^**M,B**^**59** ^**B**^**95** ^**A**^**91** ^**A**^C21C46 (f. PNC40449)[30]{.ul} ^**M,B**^**60** ^**B**^**96** ^**B**^**92** ^**A**^C22C47 (f. K1091_301104[31]{.ul} ^**M,B**^**61** ^**B**^**98** ^**B**^**93** ^**A**^C23C48 (f. PNG7293-3193)**32** ^**A**^[62]{.ul} ^**B**^**100** ^**B**^**97** ^**A**^C24C49 (f. IN-36)**33** ^**B**^**63** ^**B**^N13**99** ^**A**^C25C50 (f. SG1,SO5986)*M* and *H* indicate early cell tropism-based classification (monkey, human) abandoned in favor of a sequential numbering system \[[@CR177]\]. HRV types were later divided into the major and minor groups defined by receptor tropism \[[@CR184], [@CR185]\]. Receptor-designated minor group HRV types are underlined, and major group types are shown in bold. Antiviral groups (A and B) are labeled \[[@CR165], [@CR194]\]. HRV-A8 and HRV-A95 are also likely the same serotype \[[@CR147]\]. A full list of genetically close serotype pairings was presented by Ledford et al. \[[@CR147]\] HRV-C nomenclature was defined in 2010 and currently includes a number of *p*rovisionally *a*ssigned *t*ypes (pat) which are confirmed once preliminary VP4/VP2 data can be confirmed with VP1 sequence and the provisional number removed (e.g., C_pat1 to C_pat13 have already been reassigned)

Descriptive Epidemiology {#Sec10}
========================

HRVs are the most numerous and frequently detected of all the "respiratory viruses," so-called because of their predominant detection in and tropism for the human URT or LRT (Fig. [29.7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The circulation of HRVs varies with population age, underlying disease, immunocompromise, over time, and across distance. Circulation is influenced by the nature, strength, distinctiveness, and memory of the immune response HRVs trigger and by the nature and prevalence of other concurrently circulating respiratory, and perhaps nonrespiratory, viruses. With the recent discovery of the unculturable HRV-Cs came the realization that previous HRV epidemiology was only reliable if conducted by one or more suitably broad-spectrum HRV PCR assays \[[@CR111]\]; hence, prior to 1988, detection of the full spectrum of ≥160 HRVs did not occur. After 1988, the ability to detect all types very much depended on the nature of the PCR primers and detection methods used. The great number of distinct HRV types has burdened the search for answers to epidemiology-related questions. However, as for other important respiratory viruses including human respiratory syncytial virus (HRSV) and the influenza viruses (IFVs), the virus types within a species show evidence of being both distinct and discrete viruses that are independently recognized by their host and consequently independently infect their hosts. Each HRV type is also genetically stable \[[@CR144]\].

The HRV species circulate variably from year to year with evidence of epidemics of distinct types. A prospective longitudinal cohort study over 6 months examined HRV frequency and diversity in 272 specimens from 18 healthy children (0--7 years of age) \[[@CR198]\]. A median of three HRVs and a maximum of six were detected per child. A similar outcome resulted from an Australian cohort study \[[@CR9]\].

Genotyping reveals more of the HRV diversity at a single site than culture ever could with molecular studies finding between 34 and 70 distinct HRVs at a single location \[[@CR9], [@CR128], [@CR199]\]. The number of additional HRV cases that occur in children outside of specifically defined symptomatic periods remain to be defined, with current studies indicating that a much higher number of HRV infections may occur. More comprehensive investigation of HRV type and illness will be undertaken during analysis of data from the Australian-based Observational Research in Childhood Infectious Diseases (ORChID) study (<http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT01304914>).

Interestingly, the HRV-Bs are often underrepresented, even when accounting for the smaller number of known HRV-B types \[[@CR128]\]. A number of studies have not found any robust patterns between the circulating HRV types or species and clinical outcome, but the majority of studies seeking this information are short and sample infrequently, limiting their ability to find the patterns they seek \[[@CR128]\]. Fig. 29.7A schematic representation of the human respiratory tract. The upper (*shaded pink*) and lower respiratory tract (*URT*/*LRT*) and the components of the ear are indicated as are the approximate locations of URT and LRT diseases associated with respiratory virus infection (Adapted from Mackay et al. \[[@CR200]\] with permission from Caster Academic Press)

Specimen Collection {#Sec11}
-------------------

Studies into the relative sensitivities of nasopharyngeal aspirates (NPA) and swab sampling methods produce differing results, but generally, if seeking the best diagnostic yield for as many respiratory viruses as possible (i.e., seeking a laboratory diagnosis to support clinical decision making), NPAs are the sample of optimal choice. One study reported similar clinical sensitivities between swabs and NPAs for human coronaviruses (HCoVs), IFVs, and HRSV, but reduced sensitivities using swabs for HRVs, human adenoviruses (HAdVs), human metapneumovirus (HMPV), or parainfluenza viruses (HPIVs) \[[@CR201]\]. A second study reported no difference in sensitivities for HRVs, HAdVs, and HPIVs but a reduced sensitivity for HRSV and IFVs when using swabs \[[@CR202]\]. Nasopharyngeal washes also yield more viral culture success than either nasal or pharyngeal swabs. Nonetheless, many studies use nasal swabs as the sample of choice because they allow self-collection and involve much less discomfort than NPAs, and PCR has meant that infectious virus is not required, only viral nucleic acid which relaxes some limitations imposed by the need for rapid, careful, temperature-controlled, and expensive transport requirements \[[@CR64], [@CR203], [@CR204]\]. Bronchoalveolar lavage samples are best for seeking LRT etiologies, especially in adults where nasal wash viral loads can be low compared to those in children, but this is an invasive method with some risk attached \[[@CR205]\].

Host Population Distribution {#Sec12}
----------------------------

HRVs infect all people, all around the globe. Spread of HRVs is most obvious and frequent from child to child and from child to parent \[[@CR206]\]. In populations of mixed age, the majority of HRV detections occur in children \[[@CR128]\]. Among 272 specimens from 18 healthy children, over a third (37 %) were HRV positive. Children less than 5 years of age (44 % of whom were HRV positive) were shown to have more HRV infections and a wider diversity of HRV types than children more than 5 years old (28 % HRV positive) \[[@CR198]\]. Healthy adults in the military \[[@CR54], [@CR207]\], at university \[[@CR208]\], at home \[[@CR209]--[@CR212]\], and in the workplace \[[@CR209]\] have also featured prominently in historical, culture-based, and volunteer infection studies and heavily influenced our view of HRV infection outcomes \[[@CR64], [@CR206]\]. Although studies of children in hospital-based populations usually report more significant clinical outcomes (relating to the LRT) \[[@CR213]\] than community-based studies, these data are still broadly applicable. Hospital populations originate from the community and reflect the more serious and perhaps first exposures to the virus. Hospital-based populations define the potential of a virus to cause severe clinical outcomes. Disease at this end of the spectrum has the strongest influence on future prioritization of therapeutic research and developments \[[@CR214]\].

Modern air travel contributes to the rapid spread of respiratory viruses as seen in their often frequent detection among travelers \[[@CR215]\] including those with febrile illnesses \[[@CR216]\]. Apart from children, HRVs are found with the great clinical impact in the elderly (described as 60--90 years of age) with 50 % of ARIs positive for an HRV, sometimes with a greater burden of disease than IFVs \[[@CR217]\]. Those with asthma or COPD are also affected by the ARI triggering exacerbations of wheezing illness (see Sect. [8.2](#Sec29){ref-type="sec"}). It is thought that this is not a different type of infection but rather a different response to infection by the host. Wheezing can also result from infection in atopic people who do not have underlying asthma or COPD. HRVs cause significant impact in the immunocompromised, and this group is the only population to date that has been found to host truly persistent HRV infections (see Sect. [5.7](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}). Because the HRVs are the largest group of viruses to infect humans, it is not surprising that they confuse differential diagnoses during pandemics and have key roles in co-detections and asymptomatic disease. The study of HRVs is the study of all respiratory viruses; while each can be considered in isolation, this will likely be detrimental to a greater understanding of respiratory virus pathogenesis.

Seasonality {#Sec13}
-----------

HRVs circulate throughout the year but usually with a bimodal peak in temperate locations in both hemispheres. The highest peaks, mostly defined using adult populations, are in the autumn (fall) and spring \[[@CR64], [@CR66], [@CR211]\] (and, peculiarly, on a Monday \[[@CR218]\]). The major winter dip in HRV prevalence closely coincides with the peaks of other respiratory viruses, particularly IFVs \[[@CR219]\] and HRSV \[[@CR66]\]. One hypothesis states that a miasma exists in the school classroom, of particular relevance to those who suffer asthma exacerbations, and this miasma maintains immune stimulation, which subsequently wanes among school children during holidays, to be challenged anew upon return to school \[[@CR220]\]. It is clear that an interplay or interference takes place between viruses at the population level, particularly evident among RNA viruses.

There is a correlation between spiking spring and autumnal HRV case numbers and an asthma exacerbation "season" 10--24 days after return to school from holidays, in a range of climates \[[@CR220]--[@CR223]\]. This was particularly obvious among asthma hospitalizations of children (5--15 years of age) in Ontario, Canada, which peaked at weeks 37--39 across a decade \[[@CR223]\]. Upon investigation, HRVs were the most prevalent of the viruses found in a 1-year analysis of emergency room presentations in Ontario \[[@CR223]\]. HRVs also predominate during "hay fever season" \[[@CR172]\]. Although a defined seasonality is not always found in the tropics \[[@CR224]\], this may sometimes be due to testing that does not include HRVs \[[@CR222], [@CR225]\] or only some HRVs \[[@CR226]\].

Recurrence {#Sec14}
----------

All the HRV types continue to circulate today, including those named in the earliest of the nomenclature assignments. At a single site during 12--24 months, 70 or more types can co-circulate \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] \[[@CR174]\], dropping \[[@CR198], [@CR227]\] if the study time frame at the site is shortened. A recurring HRV type, defined using molecular tools, accounted for 1.6 % of any virus detected in a birth cohort followed for 12 months \[[@CR8]\] and, in another cohort, occurred twice in two children, within a 6-month period \[[@CR198]\].

Within a given year and across different years, it is apparent that HRV species exchange predominance \[[@CR9], [@CR36], [@CR60], [@CR227]--[@CR229]\]. No evidence exists to satisfactorily explain this; however, herd immunity may be a factor.

Coinfection {#Sec15}
-----------

The use of cell and tissue culture underestimated the frequency of multiple infections in patients, most likely because the dominant virus out-replicated any others, or due to viral load differences, specimen quality issues, differing cell tropisms, or the triggering of an antiviral state by the first virus. When the majority of respiratory viruses are sought using PCR techniques, multiple virus-positive specimens can comprise a third of those tested \[[@CR230]\], dropping to around a fifth of ARI episodes when fewer viruses are sought \[[@CR217]\]. There is sometimes an emphasis on the high number of HRV cases that are identified in the presence of another virus, and including HRV testing does raise the frequency of pathogen detection above one per sample \[[@CR231]\]. Coinfections, or, more correctly for PCR-based studies, co-detections (since PCR cannot determine infectivity), have been found to either increase \[[@CR71], [@CR232]--[@CR236]\] or have no impact on the clinical outcome in their host \[[@CR237]--[@CR241]\], and so the issue of clinical relevance of co-detections is still uncertain. In extreme cases, half of all HRV detections can be found concurrently with another virus. On the surface, this is a significant fraction, and yet 80 % or more of HRSV, HMPV, EV, and IFV detections and 71 % of HCoV-NL63 detections can be found in the company of another virus \[[@CR242]\]. Other studies find different, but still higher proportions of co-detections involving non-HRVs \[[@CR217]\]. Whether co-detections represent a particular synergism between the involved viruses, a differential capability to manipulate the host immune response, a sign of innocuousness for the most frequently involved virus \[[@CR243]\], or a chance due to overlapping seasons remains unclear. It is clear, however, that co-detections are not an anomaly or an error due to "overly sensitive" PCR tests; they are evidence of further biological complexity that, until recently, remained hidden from us. Recent studies have shown that the initial impression of HRVs being overrepresented in these cases was incorrect. Closer analysis of viral co-detections has revealed patterns \[[@CR231], [@CR244]\]. These became clear when co-detections were examined bidirectionally, not just how many HRVs were positive for virus X but also how many of virus X cases were positive for an HRV. Whether in a hospital or a community setting, HRVs more often occur as the sole virus detected in ARIs \[[@CR9], [@CR244]\]. Considering their ubiquity, it is interesting that relatively low numbers of concurrent detections occur \[[@CR245], [@CR246]\], supporting the concept that HRVs have a direct role in the clinical outcome of their infection \[[@CR247]\]. The HRV partnership with host immunity may be a mutualistic one, inadvertently imparting an advantage to the host by protecting against more cytopathic respiratory viral pathogens, while the host provides a vessel for HRV replication and transmission. Studies of single respiratory viruses without being in the context of the respiratory virome are of limited value in drawing conclusions about clinical impact.

Virus Interference and the HRVs {#Sec16}
-------------------------------

Much of the longitudinal epidemiology data previously relied upon to form assessments of HRV significance was acquired using culture-based techniques. With improved and more comprehensive testing, patterns can be seen among the interactions of HRVs and other respiratory viruses.

Virus interference is a type of virus-virus interaction (VVI) that has been known for decades. VVI has recently been categorized into types \[[@CR248]\]. At the population level, it has been noted that during trials of live attenuated IFV (LAIV) vaccines, an interferon (IFN) response was triggered that protected vaccinees against off-target viruses for 7 days postvaccination \[[@CR249]\]. This 1970 study went so far as to suggest such effects could be maintained for a prolonged period using a regime of consecutive schedule vaccinations, each separated by 7 days or more, during times of a prolonged epidemic \[[@CR249]\]. A similar effect was produced using live EV vaccines (LEV) to replace pathogenic EV types and interrupt outbreaks \[[@CR250]\]. Orally administered LEVs succeeded in their principal task but also reduced the incidence of ARIs during epidemics by 50 % overall \[[@CR250]\]. This shows that immune activation in the gastrointestinal system generates an anatomically distinct protective effect and there may be a similar effect on the gut's inflammatory status after respiratory virus infection. In contrast to the LAIV results, the off-target protective effect was reversed in a study using a trivalent inactivated IFV vaccine \[[@CR251]\]. The mechanism underneath these opposing outcomes is unclear.

During the heyday (1960s) of tissue culture for virus studies, a common biological assay for infection with HRV involved attempted infection of the culture with an enterovirus (EV) or HPIV-1 \[[@CR252], [@CR253]\]. Failure of the superinfecting virus to grow heralded the likely presence of a non-cytopathogenic HRV. Virus interference has been used to measure IFN in specimens through its inhibition of HRV growth \[[@CR254]\]. More recently HRV-HAdV dual PCR-positive cases were found less often than expected and harbored lower viral loads of HRV than did specimens from cases of sole HRV infections \[[@CR255]\]. Significantly, the majority of these instances of VVI involve RNA viruses \[[@CR244]\]. It has been shown that dual infections of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) with viruses other than HRSV (including HRVs) induced immune responses similar to those of single infections, but coinfections including an HRSV resulted in reduced IFN-γ responses \[[@CR71]\]. VVIs are affected by the ability of each to moderate the host response against them.

Virus interference has also been identified in virus positives as a series of patterns among respiratory specimens tested for up to 17 respiratory viruses (Fig. [29.8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR9], [@CR244]\]. Statistical analyses supported that many of the co-detections occurred in patterns, in particular that fewer co-detections involved an HRV than would have been expected by chance alone (*p* ≤ 0.05). For some period, RNA virus infection, especially the HRV group, may render the host less likely to be infected by other viruses and, by extrapolating to the community level, help constrict the epidemic periods of other viruses by reducing the number of fully susceptible hosts. Fig. 29.8A simplified representation of the impact of a first respiratory virus infection on subsequent respiratory virus superinfections. Very shortly after the host is infected, (**a**) the local early innate immune response creates an antiviral state in neighboring cells (see Sect. [7.1](#Sec24){ref-type="sec"}), perhaps also in distant epithelia, mediated by circulating immune cells. The resultant inflammatory response (**b**) creates a shield of sorts, reducing the likelihood of infection by a superinfecting virus mediated by viral stress-inducible gene (*VSIG*) products

Virus interference as a feature of respiratory virus epidemiology can also be seen in results of other studies \[[@CR256]\]. During an 8-week period that spanned peak 2009 H1N1 pandemic influenza season in Wisconsin, it was influenza A virus (IFAV) that seemed to dominate HRV in children with asthma who were sampled weekly \[[@CR236]\]. Whether this reflects all IFV-HRV interactions or just those involving a novel IFV such as 2009 H1N is unclear. It was found that PBMCs from these children exhibited normal immune responses \[[@CR236]\].

HRV Shedding and Persistence {#Sec17}
----------------------------

Reports of subjects with continuous and extended (greater than 2--3 weeks) periods of HRV positivity \[[@CR3], [@CR257]\] increased as PCR methods replaced cell culture for HRV detection. This had only rarely been recorded using culture \[[@CR54]\]. HRV RNA has been detected days prior to symptoms commencing and for as long as 5 or more weeks after they cease \[[@CR3], [@CR258]--[@CR261]\]. Studies that only define the period between ARIs in children as that time when specimens are RT-PCR negative \[[@CR3]\] will not detect overlapping serial infections (Fig. [29.9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Epidemiology that incorporates HRV typing generally does not find chronic shedding \[[@CR204]\]. HRV shedding normally ceases within 11--21 days, after signs and symptoms have stopped \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR44], [@CR75], [@CR85], [@CR260]\]. Thus, the perception of persistence is probably due to serial or overlapping infections by multiple untyped strains \[[@CR8], [@CR54], [@CR210], [@CR262]\]. Few studies \[[@CR263]\] have suitably addressed persistence in HRV infections involving healthy subjects since pre- and post-sampling clinical data are rarely described \[[@CR80], [@CR264]\]. Fig. 29.9The impact of HRV typing and of sampling based only on symptoms. The example provided here diagrammatically represents a single, hypothetical monitoring period, starting at time = 0, for a single individual. The period of potentially detectable HRV is indicated by an open box. If sampling occurred at each time point (*0*--*6*) and HRV positives were genotyped, it would be apparent that three different strains infected the individual, although discerning HRV-X from HRV-Z at time point *3* would require a molecular cloning approach. Illness, in different forms, may have continued over the entire period depending on the symptoms required/recorded and the period of time represented by the monitoring period. In this case a clinical diagnosis may record only a single symptomatic episode. Genotyping may not be performed, and sampling may be intermittent, and so association between viral type or species and disease is impossible. In the study examples indicated by (*a*) start and finish sampling or (*b*) symptomatic sampling, (*asterisks* mark sampling times in filled bars), the laboratory data would have made only one or two identifications, respectively. In the third example, (*c*) frequent sampling of this type has previously led to conclusions of HRV persistence or chronic shedding; when combined with genotyping, it becomes apparent that different HRV types are present

To date, true persistence---an ongoing detection of a single confirmed HRV type---has been limited to individuals with underlying immunosuppression or immune dysfunction \[[@CR260]\]. HRV-Cs were detected more than three times longer in immunocompromised young patients than in immunocompetent children, with a mean of 16 versus 53 days \[[@CR265]\]. Multiple detection of the same HRV type (100 % identical HRV-1a sequence in each patient over time) extended to 4 months in hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients.

Asymptomatic Infections {#Sec18}
-----------------------

The proof of causality is as difficult to achieve as the proof of innocuousness when it comes to respiratory viruses and ARIs. The definition of "well" subjects prior to or at the time of sampling or inoculation is sometimes not clear, especially for young children who cannot reliably report symptoms \[[@CR3], [@CR96], [@CR204]\]. Often parents notice a symptomatic illness before an infection is detected in the laboratory \[[@CR3]\], supporting the importance of diaries in longitudinal home-based community studies. Nonetheless, even with the support of telephone interviews and home visits, milder cold symptoms may be missed. It is not uncommon for an asymptomatic control to subsequently become symptomatic or have been symptomatic before sampling \[[@CR8], [@CR266]\]. Some studies employ sensitive symptom scoring systems \[[@CR267]\], but the criteria for being symptomatic are usually designed to describe and clearly discriminate overt or more "severe" illnesses, those with obvious and measurable signs. Strict definitions help improve patient management and the commencement or better direction of treatment or cohorting. However, in research studies the arbitrary degree of severity required for reporting a symptomatic event often overlooks very simple changes in host biology due to a virus's replication. These changes to the norm are mild but nonetheless represent disease (a disorder of structure or function that produces specific symptoms or that affects a specific location and is not simply a direct result of physical injury) in the literal sense. Such minor or short-lived, often unrecorded \[[@CR3]\], indications of infection include sinus pain, headache, sore throat, earache, watery eyes, fatigue, muscle aches and pains, and mood changes. Within families, HRVs are frequently transmitted from children who are usually symptomatic \[[@CR204]\]. Infants frequently exposed to other children have more asymptomatic viral infections \[[@CR8]\]. Among infected adult family members, asymptomatic infections are more likely \[[@CR204]\]. Among older parents, whether their children live at home or not, asymptomatic infections are more frequent following HRV challenge than among adults without children or in younger parents \[[@CR268]\]. In a study of viral species in age-stratified cases and controls, significantly lower viral loads were found in those without the required symptoms \[[@CR269]\]. QPCR may prove useful to determine viral load cutoffs to address this issue in the future, although the respiratory tract is a difficult tissue for qPCR \[[@CR200]\].

The high sensitivity of PCR-based methods has raised concerns over the clinical relevance of a virus-positive result \[[@CR269]\]. It is clear that a proportion, around five to 28 % of study-defined asymptomatic control populations \[[@CR90], [@CR91], [@CR269]\], are virus positive using sensitive PCR-based methods. This may vary up to nearly 50 % of cases when stratified by age, virus, and season or when including high-risk populations \[[@CR8], [@CR269]\]. Every respiratory virus, even IFVs and HRSV, can be found in cases without symptoms at the time of specimen collection even after specific inoculation of adults \[[@CR137], [@CR269], [@CR270]\]. This is a complex and incomplete story in need of more research, and so it is frustrating that positivity in asymptomatic people is often used to rank viral importance. Better data are required from asymptomatic controls for any conclusion to be drawn about causality \[[@CR266]\], but this requirement often disregards the memory of a normal functioning protective host immunity. It is the host response that defines the degree of clinical severity for the inflammatory disease that is the hallmark of an ARI \[[@CR271]\]. It is well known that previous exposure to a virus affords protection from the full clinical spectrum of disease upon repeat exposure to that virus. It should come as no surprise then that HRVs, which usually cause brief infection anyway, could well produce only minor signs and symptoms upon reinfection. The unique and extremely personal infection history of each member of a control group cannot be determined unless they are part of a longitudinal cohort. So, what do cohort studies, supported by comprehensive PCR-based testing, tell us about asymptomatic virus infections?

Some cohort studies do not look in asymptomatic children, seeking samples only at times of symptomatic illness \[[@CR66], [@CR246], [@CR272]\]. A birth cohort of children enrolled and sampled when ill and every 6 months for 24 months identified HRVs 14--28 % of infants and toddlers who had no nasal symptoms (defined solely by the presence of rhinorrhea) \[[@CR273]\]. The Childhood Origins of ASThma (COAST) birth cohort followed 285 infants at high risk for allergies and asthma for 12 months and identified HRV infections as preceding (mean age of first detection, 4 months) those of HRSV (mean age at least 6 months), and HRVs were found in 35 % of asymptomatic versus 61 % of moderately to severely ill patients; the most frequently symptomatic children also had the greatest proportion of asymptomatic infections \[[@CR8]\]. In a study of 58 children with asthma sampled weekly for 5 weeks during each of two peak HRV seasons, nearly two-thirds who were virus positive but not sensitized to at least one allergen showed no asthma symptoms, and nearly half showed no ARI symptoms; in the children who were sensitized, less than one-third showed no asthma symptoms, and only a fifth had no ARI symptoms \[[@CR227]\]. A convenience population of 15 healthy children (1--9 years old) without asthma were followed during at least three seasons, and picornaviruses were detected in 5 % of 740 specimens (21 % of infections) not associated with symptoms, although 9 of the 25 infections came from households with an infected sibling \[[@CR3]\]. In summary, there is clear evidence for the presence of HRVs in asymptomatic controls. A precise proportion cannot yet be defined. Some study controls show signs of a "lead-in" period where RNA positivity precedes an ARI defined on follow-up, while others may have been defined as symptomatic if more symptoms had been accounted for.

Mechanisms and Routes of Transmission {#Sec19}
=====================================

Source of Infectious Virus {#Sec20}
--------------------------

HRVs have been found at extra-respiratory sites. Viremia was determined in the blood of children with LRT infection or pericarditis \[[@CR274], [@CR275]\], and HRV-C was more commonly associated with viremia than was HRV-A, supporting possible increased pathogenicity \[[@CR274]\]. Blood was also positive for HRV RNA and infectious virus from infants at necropsy \[[@CR276], [@CR277]\], and HRV RNA was detected in the plasma of children with asthma, bronchiolitis, or common cold \[[@CR76]\]. An HRV was once isolated from feces \[[@CR203]\], and more recently higher than expected loads of HRVs were detected in fecal specimens from children with suspected meningitis and fever of unknown origin \[[@CR77]\], with gastroenteritis \[[@CR278]\], and in a child with pericarditis \[[@CR275]\]. Nonetheless, the nasopharynx is still considered the main site of focal virus production \[[@CR279]\], regardless of inoculation route \[[@CR280]\], and most studies of transmission routes have centered on the URT. In contrast to IFV and HRSV, HRV infection involves less destruction of tissue. Ciliated epithelial cells are sloughed off in proportion to the severity of an HRV ARI, but this damage is minimal and does not occur during the viral incubation period or with subclinical infections \[[@CR137], [@CR281]\]. The incubation period between infection and onset of virus shedding into nasal secretions is 1--4 days with shed viral titers peaking in adults between days 2 and 10 \[[@CR44], [@CR282]\]. The time until successful HRV transmission among adults in a childless family setting is usually 5--8 days and requires the donor to be shedding at least 10^3^ TCID~50~ at some stage, to have recoverable virus on the hands and in the nares, enough shared time, and a moderate to severe ARI \[[@CR283]\].

The lungs have been shown to host replicating HRV \[[@CR260]\], and the reader of such reports may be left with the perception that detection of HRV replication in the LRT explains all LRT symptoms. However, relatively few studies seek or identify true HRV replication in the LRT. While the overwhelming majority of LRT cases detect HRV from the URT, a correlation between URT positivity and LRT disease does exist \[[@CR284]\].

Self-Inoculation and Virus Survival {#Sec21}
-----------------------------------

It is well known from experimental inoculation studies that HRV infection can result from inoculation of the conjunctival sac after virus is moved through the nasolacrimal duct \[[@CR280]\]. In these studies virus was commonly delivered by aerosol or intranasal instillation of 0.25 mL to 5 mL of suspension \[[@CR43]--[@CR46], [@CR280], [@CR285]--[@CR287]\]. In the laboratory, HRVs can retain infectivity for hours to days on suitable, nonporous solid surfaces, especially if the inoculum remains damp \[[@CR47], [@CR287]\], which supports direct self-inoculation especially in the family setting and indirect inoculation via fomites \[[@CR288]\]. In a trial to define the movement of virus from a contaminated donor to a recipient via multiple surfaces or by hand-to-hand contact, 13 % (donor to objects to recipient) and 6 % (donor to recipient fingers) of the virus recoverable from the donor's fingertips were recoverable from the recipients' \[[@CR289]\]. Even under observation, eye rubbing (0.37 h^−1^--2.5 h^−1^) and nose-picking (0.33 h^−1^--5.3 h^−1^) occur frequently \[[@CR47], [@CR290]\], suggesting self-inoculation could outpace personal hygiene, particularly in the young.

Airborne and Intimate Contact Transmission {#Sec22}
------------------------------------------

It was once thought strange that ARIs were so common, but isolation rates for the expected viruses were so low \[[@CR36], [@CR291]\]. With a better understanding of the importance of preexisting antibody (something common among the predominantly adult volunteers used by many studies), the discovery of a third, unculturable species of HRV (still causing ARIs but impossible to isolate or detect using antibody-based systems for which no reagents existed), and a vastly improved diagnostic sensitivity, this is much less confounding. In the past, household cross infection, determined by ARI, was low, about five exposures to infected members required for infection \[[@CR17]\] despite viral loads in nasal washings peaking at 1.6 × 10^5^ TCID~50~/mL \[[@CR44]\]. Experimental transmission was also reportedly inefficient \[[@CR45]\]. In contrast, "naturally" close-quartered military populations, interacting over 1--4 weeks, experienced rapid spread of HRVs to \>50 % of the group \[[@CR54]\]. The use of PCR recently clarified this discrepancy, confirming that frequent transmission in families is more common than culture-based studies had identified, often resulting in asymptomatic infection among older siblings and parents \[[@CR204]\]. PCR has helped define the scope of viral RNA, if not actual infectious virus, survival, and spread.

Transmission studies require infectious HRV, and so the HRV-Cs do not contribute to the historical data. Under crowded or intimate conditions and with more severe colds, transmission reaches 38--100 % \[[@CR283], [@CR292]\]. In some studies, both large- and small-particle aerosols proved inefficient, supported by a low isolation rate from saliva (39 % compared to 65 % of hand washes and 50 % of nasal swabs)\[[@CR44], [@CR47], [@CR293]\] and from only 8.3 % of participants exposed to large-particle aerosols \[[@CR293]\]. In other human donor-recipient model studies however, aerosol proved to be the main transmission route among antibody-free adults \[[@CR46], [@CR282]\]. The discrepancy may have been due to insufficiently long or intense exposure in the earlier aerosol experiments \[[@CR45], [@CR267]\]. Apart from particle size, spread of virus by aerosol is affected by existing nasal obstruction which can divert secretions from the nares to contaminate saliva, the presumptive source of virus in coughs and sneezes \[[@CR44]\]. When exposed to 10 liters of a small-particle aerosol, 10^1^ TCID~50~ of HRV-15 was associated with fever and prominent tracheobronchitis in antibody-free (\<1:2) adult volunteers but not when delivered via nasal drops or a coarse aerosol \[[@CR46]\]. It has also been found that simple breathing releases HRV RNA (the same type was also identified from nasal mucous) from at least a third of adults and children with symptomatic ARIs and infectious HRV could be isolated from a fifth \[[@CR294], [@CR295]\].

It is apparent that HRVs accumulate at sites with heavy human traffic, potentially forming a secondary source of infection. HRV RNA can be detected from 32 % of \~47-hour-old filters placed to sample air in office buildings \[[@CR296]\]. In aircraft, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters have been found to harbor HRV RNA more than 10 days after they were removed for servicing \[[@CR297]\].

Immunity {#Sec23}
========

HRV infections trigger a vigorous proinflammatory immune response that is thought to drive the symptoms experienced as illness \[[@CR271], [@CR298], [@CR299]\], but they do not seem to actively prevent or interfere with the host's immune response the way most other viruses have evolved to do. There may be a role for repeated challenge by HRVs and other respiratory viruses leading to inflammation and tissue remodeling. The host response to HRV infection can be broadly broken into the innate (very fast, encoded in the germ line, nonadaptive) and adaptive (slower to develop, reliant on T cells, B cells, and the generation of antibody) responses. While the innate system is "always watching," it is significantly amplified by virus infection. The adaptive response is initiated by the host's first infection with a particular virus and then functions to limit subsequent infections through the production of neutralizing antibodies and amplification of existing cell-mediated immunity.

Innate Immunity and Interferon {#Sec24}
------------------------------

After virus-receptor binding and internalization, the earliest host cell immune response to an HRV infection is elicited by the innate immune system (Fig. [29.10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Epithelial cells represent the front line against HRV invasion although alveolar macrophages and DCs are better equipped to respond \[[@CR300]\] and do so despite not hosting HRV replication directly \[[@CR16]\]. Virus detection is mediated by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that have evolved to recognize conserved molecular structures shared among diverse pathogens. Internal- or surface-mounted PRRs include sentinels that specifically recognize picornavirus RNA and protein and, in doing so, trigger an immune circuit that results in the production of IFNs and subsequently hundreds of IFN-stimulated gene products. The innate response to viral infection hinges on inducing two type I IFNs (initially IFN-ß then IFN-α), secreted cytokines that produce antiviral, antiproliferative, and immunomodulatory outcomes \[[@CR301]\]. The type III IFNs (IFN-λ1 or IL-29, IFN-λ2 or IL-28A, and IFN-λ3 or IL-28B) are also produced in response to viral infection in a range of cells, although their receptor is not as widespread \[[@CR302]\]. The type II IFN, IFN-γ, is produced by activated T cells and natural killer cells rather than in direct response to virus \[[@CR303]\]. Detection of viral components triggers protein signaling cascades that regulate IFN synthesis through the activation of viral stress-inducible genes (VSIGs) \[[@CR301], [@CR304]\]. These are sometimes expressed constitutively but upregulated after IFN induction following HRV infection \[[@CR305]\]. Released IFN-ß binds to the IFN-α/IFN-ß receptor in an autocrine (the same cell) and paracrine (neighboring cells) manner, starting a positive feedback loop for type I IFN production, the "second wave." VSIGs include the antiviral proteins protein kinase R (PKR), 2′5′OAS/RNaseL, and the Mx proteins \[[@CR306]\]. IFN-α upregulates expression of MxA, 2′4′-OAS, and PKR \[[@CR307]\]. The Mx pathway is also induced after virus infection but is not constitutively expressed \[[@CR307]\]. Depending on the sentinel system stimulated, there are different pathways to VSIG activation. Those VSIGs with antiviral properties (e.g., MxA, PKR, 2′5′OAS/RNaseL) inhibit different stages of virus replication and strengthen an antiviral state in the host. While this state is well known, the nature of its induction by different respiratory viruses and the impact of induction upon the replication of other respiratory viruses are topics for considerable ongoing research.

One pathway to IFN induction relies on the IFN-upregulated cytosolic sentinels retinoic acid inducible gene RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs) RIG-I (specific for IFAV and others) and melanoma differentiation-associated gene 5 (MDA5, specific for picornaviruses and others) \[[@CR306], [@CR308]\]. These RNA helicases recognize either RNA with a 5′-triphosphate or distinct dsRNAs, which results in activation of NF-κB leading to "classical" type I IFN induction \[[@CR301], [@CR306]\]. Studies into the innate response to HRV infection have been limited to the use of a very few easily cultured types. It is presumed that the result can be extrapolated to most if not all types. This is yet to be tested. RIG-I is degraded by HRV-A16 \[[@CR309]\], IFN regulatory factor (IRF)-3 homodimerization is interfered with HRV-B14 which limits IFN-β induction \[[@CR310], [@CR311]\], and MDA5 is degraded by HRV-A1a but not HRV-A16 \[[@CR312]\]. Fig. 29.10A simplified representation of molecules involved in or that respond to the recognition and response to HRV infection of airway epithelial cells \[[@CR302], [@CR312]--[@CR317]\]. *IFN* interferon, *IRF IFN* regulatory factor, *ISG IFN*-stimulated gene, *TLR* Toll-like receptor, *MDA5* Melanoma Differentiation-Associated protein 6; *NF-* *κB* Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells, *MyD88* myeloid differentiation primary response 8

Another pathway for recognizing HRV infection involves the Toll-like receptors (TLRs), transmembrane PRRs that terminate in an intracellular signaling region. The endosomally localized TLR3, TLR7, TLR8, and TLR9 recognize nucleic acids and are also involved in innate antiviral responses. TLR7 and TLR8 identify G/U-rich ssRNA from endocytosed viruses, while TLR9 recognizes unmethylated CpG DNA present in DNA viruses \[[@CR301], [@CR318]\]. TLR2 and TLR4 are found on the cell surface and recognize HRV or HRSV proteins, respectively \[[@CR318], [@CR319]\], and TLR3 recognizes dsRNA. TLRs operate mainly, but not exclusively, in plasmacytoid DC \[[@CR301]\]. The particular TLR that notifies of an HRV incursion may depend on the method of virus approach \[[@CR319]\]. TLR7 activation can reduce 2′5′OAS and MxA mRNA expression and IP10 protein in adolescents with asthma compared to healthy controls \[[@CR320]\]. TLR3 activation did not result in a similar disparity \[[@CR320]\].

It has been suggested that HRVs may have evolved with humans to such an extent that their symbiotic relationship serves to help train the human immune system \[[@CR321]\]. Intriguingly, within the HRV species, there are differences in the type and level of host response induced \[[@CR322]\] which may reflect receptor usage, route of entry and cell type infected, HRV species, or the degree of laboratory-adapted virus used during in vitro studies.

Cellular Immunity and Inflammation {#Sec25}
----------------------------------

After initial HRV infection, the innate response results in production of proinflammatory cytokines, vasoactive peptides, and chemokines that attract leukocytes, granulocytes, DCs, and monocytes (Table [29.2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR321], [@CR323], [@CR324]\]. The T-lymphocyte response to viral intrusion can be broadly categorized as T~H~-1-like and T~H-~2-like. Other T-cell subsets exist, but most work in relation to HRV has been conducted on the earliest defined subsets. The T~H~-1 cellular response is important in managing cellular immunity and producing interleukin (IL)-2 and IFN-γ. The T~H~-2 cellular response manages humoral immunity and stimulates B cells via IL4 (initiating production of IgE), IL5 (influencing eosinophils), and IL13 (crucial component of allergen-induced asthma). These two T-cell responses act in concert with epithelial-derived chemokines (e.g., eotaxin) to promote the recruitment and activation of eosinophils and mast cells, contributing to chronic airway inflammation and the hyperresponsiveness of airways to a variety of nonspecific stimuli \[[@CR325]\]. T~H-~2 lymphocytes, opposing T~H-~1 lymphocytes, contribute to an allergic inflammatory cascade, akin to what occurs to rid humans of parasites \[[@CR326]\]. The T~H-1~ response can also be repressed by binding of microRNA, which leads to an altered balance favoring a T~H-~2 state in mice and probably in humans \[[@CR327]\]. Regulatory T cells (T~reg~) suppress allergic inflammatory pathways and are therefore fundamental in protecting the airway from allergen sensitization \[[@CR326]\].

Considerable immunobiological research has focused on asthma exacerbation, with which HRVs are intimately involved. Although upregulated by HRV infection, the T~H~-1 response is comparatively deficient in people with asthma \[[@CR328], [@CR329]\]. This is problematic as an increased T~H~-1-like cytokine response, deduced from higher sputum mRNA IFN-γ/IL5 values, speeds clearance of HRV and symptom amelioration \[[@CR85]\]. One possible cause of the T~H~-1 deficiency in people with asthma is inadequate maturation of type I and III IFN responses due to reduced exposure to infections early in life \[[@CR330]\]. The "hygiene hypothesis" \[[@CR331], [@CR332]\] posits a pathway for an asthma etiology described \[[@CR325]\] in terms of the young, unchallenged immune system, dependent on infections to stimulate the development of its T~H-~1-like functions. One theory suggests that HRVs play a central role in developing that efficacious antiviral immunity, particularly in infancy, via their frequent, usually mild self-limiting infections \[[@CR333]\].

Genome-wide expression analysis of BECs from healthy and asthmatic adult subjects after HRV-A1a infection revealed some significant differences that were found between cell types and response to infection \[[@CR61]\]. These included immune response genes (IL1B, IL6, IL8, IL1F9, IL24) and airway remodeling genes (LOXL2, MMP10, FN1) and an overall proinflammatory response and metabolic slowdown consistent with proteolytic cleavage of transcription factors by some HRVs \[[@CR133], [@CR334]--[@CR336]\] in the infected cells. This study further noted some similarities to gene expression changes observed in brushings from people with mild asthma after allergen exposure and in BAL cells from subjects with corticosteroid-resistant asthma \[[@CR61]\]. Overall, HRV replication and the host transcriptional response to it were similar in normal or asthmatic BEC cells \[[@CR61]\]. This indicated, at least in adults, that something beyond the epithelial cell is an important contributor to more severe clinical outcomes in asthma.

The application of inactivated HRV-B14 was found to promote release of IL10 from monocytes (an immunosuppressive cytokine) and to inhibit the stimulation of IL12 (drives T~H~-1 development) \[[@CR337]\]. However, neither IL10 nor IL12 was significantly induced in asthmatic adult volunteers in response to HRV-A16 compared to healthy subjects \[[@CR338]\]. While IFN-α was detected after transfection of DCs with HRV-B14 ssRNA, low TNF-α and IL12 levels were also noted \[[@CR16]\]. It was posited that the reduced IL12 could indicate negatively affected local immunity possibly predisposing to secondary infections \[[@CR337]\]. Infection of stromal lung cells by HRV-B14 triggered exaggerated levels of the pleiotropic IL11 (an IL6-type cytokine), akin to those triggered by HRSV, which were also detected in nasal secretions from children with wheezing \[[@CR339]\].Table 29.2Some important molecules involved in the response to HRV infectionMoleculeRoleIFN-α/IFN-β (type I IFN)Produced by leukocytes and BECs; numerous subtypes; immunomodulatorIFN-γ (type II IFN)Produced by many cell types after viral infection, especially BECs, PBMC, and DCs; a key T~H~1 cytokine in intracellular defense through stimulation of antiviral molecules; macrophage and NK cell activation and B-cell proliferationIFN-λ (type III IFN)Participates in creation of an antiviral state; produced by and influences the maturation of DCsIL-1βProinflammatory properties; enhances adhesion molecule expression including ICAM-1; induces IL-2 receptorGM-CSFA granulocyte and monocyte growth factorIL-2Stimulates growth and differentiation of T and B lymphocytes and cytotoxic activity of NK cells and monocytesIL-4T~H~2 differentiation, promotes IgE synthesisIL-6Activation, differentiation, and proliferation effects on T and B lymphocytes; induces C-reactive protein stimulating pyrexiaIL-8/CXCL-8Neutrophil chemoattractant resulting in neutrophilic, monocytic, and lymphocytic recruitment and degranulation activityIL-10Anti-inflammatory factor produced by monocytes that acts by inhibiting proinflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-αIRF7A master hub, regulating antiviral immunityIP10/CXCL10Chemoattractant for activated T~H~1 and NK cellsTNF-αProinflammatory activity similar to IL-1 β; activates neutrophils; induces vascular permeabilityMPC-1A monocyte attractantBradykininPotent inflammatory mediator, increases vascular permeabilityTSLP^3^An IL-7-like cytokine that activates myeloid DCs to induce naive T cells into T~H~2 cells producing IL-4, IL-13, and TNF-α; induced by HRV in the presence of IL-4*BEC* bronchial epithelial cells, *DC* dendritic cell, *IRF* interferon regulatory factor, *IFN-γ* inducible cytokine protein, *NK* natural killer, *PBMC* peripheral blood mononuclear cells, *IL* interleukin, *TNF* tissue necrosis factor, *TSLP* thymic stromal lymphopoietin

Other cytokine changes have been identified in atopic adult volunteers challenged with HRV-A16. G-CSF and IL8 (chemo-attractant for neutrophils) levels rose in the URT (as examined by protein detection in nasal lavage) and LRT (mRNA detection in sputum) with concomitant rises in blood and nasal neutrophil numbers \[[@CR85], [@CR203], [@CR340]\]. The nasal epithelial cells of atopic individuals, especially in season, express more ICAM-1 than those of nonatopic adults \[[@CR341]\] as do normal subjects infected by the major group HRV-B14 \[[@CR341]\]. By contrast, IFN-γ and IL8, which appear later postinfection, downregulate ICAM-1 expression in infected cells \[[@CR191]\] and encourage infiltration of neutrophils \[[@CR342]\], respectively. Changes in ICAM-1 levels may modify T-lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxic or T~H~ interactions with HRV-infected cells, upregulating receptor expression and encouraging eosinophil and T-cell infiltration into the lower airways of asthmatic individuals \[[@CR187], [@CR343]\].

Antibodies {#Sec26}
----------

Before an HRV can enter a cell, it must pass through a defensive barrier of secreted anti-HRV antibody, mostly IgA. The ease with which this passage occurs is proportional to the progression of clinical disease. Healthy adult volunteers were found to develop IgA by at least 3 days to 2 weeks after inoculation---about the same time as serum antibody---and retain peak levels for at least 8 weeks \[[@CR178], [@CR344]--[@CR346]\], falling faster than serum levels \[[@CR347], [@CR348]\]. There is also some evidence for a degree of nasal immune memory \[[@CR347]\]. Volunteers with pre-study serum antibody could still be infected in some studies \[[@CR46], [@CR210], [@CR292]\], but not in others \[[@CR349]\]. Infection is more clear in volunteers without preexisting nasal antibody to experimental challenge virus; they become infected, exhibit more severe ARI, and shed more virus for longer \[[@CR292], [@CR347]\]. IgA does not seem to modify illness severity or virus shedding, but high levels prevent reinfection by the initiating virus type. Low levels or absence of IgA does not prevent reinfection by the same HRV type, which may manifest as symptomatic or asymptomatic disease \[[@CR349]\].

Older children, adolescents, and adults have greater amounts of HRV-neutralizing antibody than young children \[[@CR42]\], accompanying a trend toward decreasing numbers of symptomatic ARIs with increasing age \[[@CR218], [@CR350]\]. This feature raises an issue: did the use of older subjects in many common cold studies underplay the pathogenic potential of the HRVs because protective or partially cross-protective antibodies moderated the impact of infection? Consequently, quantifying levels of type-specific serum antibody became routine practice prior to some studies. Adult volunteer studies determined that no infections resulted if preexisting neutralizing antibody titers ≥1:16 existed; as levels grew from 0, so did levels of resistance to infection \[[@CR43], [@CR210]\]. Adults were protected by serum titers of 1:3--1:8 \[[@CR209], [@CR210]\]. The trend was interrupted by adults in the 20--39 year age group, presumably because they had begun families and their young children acquired and amplified currently circulating types from the community and transmitted them into a household that was either immune naïve or lacking sufficient antibody or cell-mediated memory for protection \[[@CR351]\].

Traditional vaccine strategies were quickly ruled out as a prophylactic intervention for HRV illness because of the extensive antigenic variability that is a hallmark of the genus *Enterovirus* \[[@CR178], [@CR325]\]. However, if it were possible to identify "master" strains \[[@CR352]\] that exhibit sufficient antigenic cross-reactivity to induce broad heterotypic responses against many other HRV strains, then an effective vaccine could still be possible. In fact, boosting host immunity to an HRV type by repeat infection does heighten immunity to one or more other types \[[@CR44], [@CR353]\]. The highest of these heterotypic antibody titers develop against those types with the highest preexisting antibody levels \[[@CR352]\]. The first description of a unifying HRV numbering system recounted the appearance of minor serological cross-reactions, which were removed by modification of the technique \[[@CR57]\]. Subsequently, cross-reactions were better defined during experimental inoculation when multiple HRV immunogens and antigens were used to deduce the extent of heterotypic responses \[[@CR56], [@CR210], [@CR352], [@CR354]\].

Less promising for HRV vaccinology was the description of antigenic variation within HRV types which suggested that immunity to one variant of the type might not protect against infection by other variants \[[@CR355], [@CR356]\]. The "prime strain" is a specific antigenic variant of a prototype HRV type that is neutralized to a lesser extent by antisera from the prototype, while yielding antisera that effectively neutralize both itself and the prototype \[[@CR357]\]. Another form of this cross-neutralization is ascribed to the "intertypes," which are HRV isolates that share a lower-level serological relationship with a pair of HRV strains, which themselves share neutralizing reactivity, e.g., HRV-A36 and HRV-A58 \[[@CR358]\]. The low-level reciprocal neutralizing activity was not equivalent in both directions; anti-HRV-A36 sera had a higher titer for HRV-A58 than anti-HRV-A58 sera did for HRV-A36 \[[@CR358]\]. Over 40 strains were linked directly by such one- or two-way cross-reactions or indirectly through two or more strains. HRV-A67 and HRV-A28 are linked via HRV-A11, HRV-A13, and HRV-A32 (anti-A11 serum neutralizes HRV-A28, anti-A13 neutralizes HRV-A11, and anti-A32 neutralizes both HRV-A13 and HRVa-A67\[[@CR358], [@CR359]\]). A surrogate molecular method which provided insight into these interrelationships, perhaps expanding upon them to identify useful patterns for vaccine immunology purposes, would be most welcome.

In summary, heterotypic immunity and HRV intertypes might be exploitable features of HRV immunobiology that could confer maximum protection upon the host from the minimum number of HRV types \[[@CR358]\].

Pathogenesis and Host Response {#Sec27}
==============================

HRVs circulate in great numbers, and any specific roles for distinct HRV types in initiating disease remain to be defined. The relatively inconsequential common cold is the most frequent manifestation of viral infection in humans, with 30 to \>80 % of colds positive for an HRV \[[@CR69], [@CR360], [@CR361]\]. Furthermore, ARIs due to HRV infection can exacerbate or result in a much greater burden of disease in those with asthma, COPD, or cystic fibrosis. Other complications include otitis media, pharyngitis, and wheeze in atopic people without asthma. The role of viruses in the origin of some of these diseases or their exacerbation is still unresolved. The LRT disease may mask the URT nature of the infection, favoring clinical diagnosis of an LRT illness. Interestingly, during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, much of the parent-initiated healthcare visits from a birth cohort in the United States were not due to pandemic virus but HRV and HRSV \[[@CR362]\]. There is no known natural murine rhinovirus on which to base a small animal model of HRV infection, and mice are not natural hosts for HRVs. A recently developed model of airway disease using mengovirus (a Picornavirus infecting rodents) may yield valuable in vivo airway infection and inflammation data \[[@CR363]\].

HRVs are often detected in neonates and infants with LRT signs and symptoms because the very young have narrow, immature airways and are more significantly affected by airway swelling, excessive secretions, and smooth muscle contraction \[[@CR364]\]. This may also be due to the relatively naive immunity of very young children. Much of the more severe disease in HRV-positive children occurs in the youngest of them. Some key examples are addressed below.

Common Cold {#Sec28}
-----------

For the common cold, as for any illness, accurate epidemiology and burden of disease data underpin the prioritization of preventing, treating, and further researching the etiological agent. To assign funds for researching the agent, health policy makers also need to understand how efficacious and cost-effective the development of an intervention will be \[[@CR365]\]. The host immune response to HRV replication is the main cause of the signs (quantifiable fever, rhinorrhea) and symptoms (feeling of fever, myalgia, headache, fatigue, and mood change) of a cold that the host experiences \[[@CR321], [@CR366], [@CR367]\]. A feature of common colds is increased vascular permeability which, enhanced by kinins, results in increased plasma protein (albumin and immunoglobulin \[Ig\] G) levels in mucus, approaching the levels in serum \[[@CR368]\]. Histamine levels do not rise in nasal secretions of otherwise healthy cold sufferers \[[@CR368]\]. During the resolving phase of the ARI, glandular proteins (lysozyme, sIgA) predominate \[[@CR346]\].

The common cold syndrome is also described as rhinosinusitis (the agglomeration of rhinitis and sinusitis since they frequently clinically coexist) \[[@CR369], [@CR370]\]. This consists of nasal discharge or rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction, sore throat, sinus pain, headache, sneezing, watery eyes, cough, fever, fatigue, muscle aches and pains, and mood changes \[[@CR367], [@CR371]\]. These are caused directly or indirectly by viral infection; cough is the result of vagus nerve irritation by mucus; sneeze results from trigeminal nerve irritation; sore throat is likely due to the action of prostaglandins and bradykinins; and fever, psychological effects, fatigue, and myalgia are mediated by cytokines \[[@CR367]\]. Hypertrophic adenoids have also been found to have a high proportion of viral, especially HRV, occupation regardless of host symptomatic state \[[@CR372]\]. Observation of natural culture-confirmed HRV colds in adults noted that cough usually started by day 1 and was more persistent up to 9 days later \[[@CR264], [@CR373]\]. Rhinorrhea, sneezing, and sore throat were reported by half or more of patients and headache by at least a quarter of cases \[[@CR207], [@CR373]\]. As neutrophils accumulate at the site of primary URT infection, the myeloperoxidase in their azurophilic granules creates the yellow-green coloration of nasal mucus that was once considered a sign of bacterial superinfection \[[@CR271], [@CR367]\]. A common cold caused by an HRV cannot be clinically distinguished from one that caused by any of the other respiratory viruses \[[@CR207], [@CR371]\]. As is likely for a single HRV type, once the host has been infected by an HMPV, HPIV, IFV, etc., a secondary exposure to that same virus type will produce less severe clinical outcomes due to pre-primed host immunity.

Asthma and Atopy {#Sec29}
----------------

Asthma is a clinical diagnosis made on the basis of patient history, physical examination, assessment of airway obstruction or reversibility, and response to bronchodilators \[[@CR374]\]. It is a complex chronic respiratory disease involving airway inflammation, airflow obstruction, and airway hyperresponsiveness, which manifests as recurrent reversible attacks with deteriorating asthma control that are generated by interactions between infectious agents and other environmental and genetic factors that remain incompletely characterized \[[@CR375]\]. The mechanistic role for HRVs in asthma inception and exacerbation is not yet defined \[[@CR364], [@CR376]\] but is being revealed as the extremely complex interplay between inflammation due to virus versus that due to atopy is explored \[[@CR315]\]. Possible virus-host interactions include (i) severe HRV infection of healthy infants which may result in subsequent development of asthma; (ii) HRVs may trigger asthma in children with a genetic predisposition toward atopy; (iii) repeated mild infections may protect against more asthmogenic/cytopathic viruses or the overdevelopment of the TH2-type response; and (iv) HRVs may simply exacerbate that which already exists \[[@CR377]\]. It is unclear if the risk of atopic asthma during infancy is increased by ARIs which affect the development of the immune system, or whether ARIs lead to asthma development in children with a genetic predisposition to more severe responses to infection \[[@CR325], [@CR343], [@CR378]\], or a mix of both. In children with asthma, viruses have been detected in at least 77 % of exacerbations (65 % picornaviruses, probably HRVs \[[@CR379]\]) and in 50 % of adults \[[@CR380]\].

Acute wheezing episodes (including bronchiolitis and acute asthma) are a frequent, epidemic, and seasonal LRT manifestation of URT respiratory virus infection of children from all ages, especially during the first year of life \[[@CR214], [@CR381]--[@CR385]\]. Bacteria are not major factors in wheezing exacerbations \[[@CR386]\]. Wheezing is blamed for high socioeconomic and healthcare costs, overuse of antibiotics, being the primary cause of hospitalization among children, and, rarely, for death \[[@CR109], [@CR387], [@CR388]\].

Traditionally HRSV infection has most often been the virus causally associated with expiratory wheezing, wheezy bronchitis, or asthma exacerbations because of the virus's well-known ability to infect the LRT, its more frequent detection in some studies \[[@CR386]\], and the low perceived likelihood of URT viruses such as HRVs replicating in the warmer LRT. Nonetheless, periods of epidemic wheezing in the absence of high rates of HRSV detection are common \[[@CR383], [@CR389]\]. HRVs even predominated in some culture-based studies of wheeze \[[@CR384], [@CR390]\]. The COAST study used sampling criteria that were intentionally designed to investigate the role of HRSV in illness, but instead indicated that HRVs were the most important predictor of subsequent wheezing in early childhood, and this is supported worldwide \[[@CR224], [@CR391], [@CR392]\].

The asthmatic airway is characterized by an infiltration of eosinophils and Th2-type T cells (Th2 cells) \[[@CR393]\]. In those with an atopic background, eosinophilia was more common, and the virus isolation rate was higher than in the nonatopic group \[[@CR394]\]. The cytokine and eosinophil activation profiles for HRSV-induced wheezing differ from those induced by HRV in which IL5 is significantly higher in serum and nasal aspirates than for HRSV \[[@CR118]\]. IP10 was the only cytokine significantly elevated in all symptomatic wheezing groups \[[@CR118]\]. Significantly higher rates of HRV detection with more obvious LRT symptoms are more common in children with asthma than in non-asthmatic populations \[[@CR380], [@CR388], [@CR395], [@CR396]\]. Exacerbations of asthma are often preceded by a symptomatic rather than asymptomatic HRV infection \[[@CR17], [@CR379], [@CR388], [@CR397]--[@CR399]\] although, in some instances, an exacerbation is the only sign of infection \[[@CR400]\]. Reduced peak expiratory volume in children is especially associated with detection of respiratory picornaviruses \[[@CR379]\]. Severe "wheezy bronchitis," a historical term describing an acute illness with preceding ARI and characterized by cough, wheezing, breathlessness, and mucous production, was more often positive for a virus than mild disease \[[@CR394]\]. Even the use of culture found that HRVs predominated in both URT and LRT (sputum containing BECs) or combined respiratory tract samples \[[@CR394]\]. Bacteria were often present with IFV, but not with HRVs \[[@CR394]\].

The airway epithelial cells form a physical barrier in addition to their roles in immune surveillance and regulatory control \[[@CR393]\]. However, the asthmatic bronchial epithelium is compromised by incomplete tight junctions that are more sensitive to airborne pollutants \[[@CR401]\] and most likely to allergens and respiratory viral infections. This is further specifically disturbed by HRV infection which reduces expression levels of tight and adherens junction proteins \[[@CR402]\]. In those with asthma, the presence of an HRV can induce illness that, while often more severe than in non-asthmatics, has been associated with significantly different HRV load or duration of HRV RNA detection in people with asthma compared to those without \[[@CR403]\]. HRV-C types are often detected in more serious clinical outcomes than HRV-A or -B \[[@CR265]\] although hospitalizations may be fewer for HRV-Cs than the other species \[[@CR404]\].

Acute Otitis Media {#Sec30}
------------------

AOM is diagnosed by middle ear effusion (otorrhea) with simultaneous signs and symptoms of ARI including fever, earache, rhinitis, cough, sore throat, chest wheeze, nocturnal restlessness, irritability, poor appetite, diarrhea, and vomiting. Transient abnormal (negative) ear pressure upon tympanometry occurs in two-thirds to three quarters of uncomplicated colds among healthy children \[[@CR405], [@CR406]\]. AOM is a frequent reason for outpatient antibiotic therapy which can reduce the time to resolution of symptoms in infants and has been attributed to reducing the overall hospital burden of AOM \[[@CR407]--[@CR412]\]. Since a longitudinal day-care study in 1982, the association between AOM and viral URT infection has been coalescing, and it is now clear that AOM often occurs with or shortly after a viral ARI, most frequently in the young and occurring more often during winter than summer \[[@CR413], [@CR414]\]. The use of influenza vaccines reduced AOM occurrence by a third during an epidemic period \[[@CR415]\], but the use of pneumococcal vaccine did not reduce the occurrence of AOM overall, just that relatively small fraction (6 %) due to the target bacteria \[[@CR416]\]. The isolation by culture and PCR detection of viruses from middle ear fluids and the refractory nature of some AOM cases to antibiotic therapies confirmed that viruses play an important role in this illness \[[@CR409], [@CR414], [@CR417]\]. Studies relying on underperforming culture-based techniques underestimated the role for viral ARIs \[[@CR414], [@CR418]\], but other studies using PCR techniques and including HRVs found them to be the most frequently detected virus in middle ear fluids and nasopharyngeal secretions \[[@CR409], [@CR417]\].

The use of PCR has identified respiratory viruses, most often HRVs, in nasal secretions of 50--70 % of children with AOM \[[@CR66], [@CR413]\]. Because virus is often detected in the nasopharynx at the same time as the middle ear fluid, the question of the relevance of a PCR positive is a valid one \[[@CR419]\]. Picornaviruses have been detected in 30 % of nasopharyngeal swabs taken during cold season from AOM-prone infants and young children, and large quantities of HRV RNA have been detected by in situ hybridization of adenoid tissues from 65 % of children with recurrent AOM and/or adenoid hyperplasia \[[@CR259], [@CR420]\]. In a cohort of children followed from 2 to 24 months and using culture-RT-PCR, HRVs in the URT were the second most frequent pathogens associated with AOM, after HRSV \[[@CR66]\]. Viruses, most often HRVs (30.8 % of AOM with ARI), were also detected concurrently with non-ARI periods associated with AOM episodes (14 % of AOM without ARI)\[[@CR418]\] suggesting that AOM may be the only manifestation of some HRV ARIs, just as wheezing sometimes is. In the United States, 180 subjects were enrolled and followed in a birth cohort until the first AOM episode or between 6 and 12 months of age [@CR362]\]. HRVs accounted for 55 % of viruses detected and 69 % of specimens with a single virus detected. This dominance was maintained even through the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic \[[@CR362]\].

In the day-care AOM study mentioned above, primary acquisition of *Streptococcus pneumoniae* or *Haemophilus influenzae* had minimal importance as an initiation factor for AOM with effusion, but nasopharyngeal colonization was important \[[@CR413]\]. Animal studies have shown that virus-bacteria interactions have a role in nasopharyngeal colonization and AOM development \[[@CR414]\]. Positive correlation has been made between HRV detection in AOM-prone children and *Moraxella catarrhalis* infection as well as a tendency toward the copresence of *Streptococcus pneumoniae* \[[@CR259]\]. The presence of HRV-B14 was shown to increase adherence of *S. pneumoniae* in human tracheal epithelial cell cultures \[[@CR421]\]. It is believed that these three bacterial pathogens can colonize without symptoms until a viral ARI shifts the balance toward a cytokine-mediated inflammatory state \[[@CR419]\].

Other Diseases in Which HRVs Are Often Detected {#Sec31}
-----------------------------------------------

### Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease {#Sec32}

This disorder of older patients encompasses emphysema (alveolar destruction) and chronic bronchitis (large airway inflammation with chronic mucous production) and describes a long-term obstruction to airflow in the lung (compared to asthma which is a reversible obstruction with normal flow between exacerbations). While bacteria are found in half of all exacerbations, antibiotic therapies have often yielded poor outcomes \[[@CR422]\]. HRV infections result in more COPD exacerbations (\~66 % of cases \[[@CR92]\]) than any other virus identified to date \[[@CR422], [@CR423]\]. An experimental human model of HRV infection in COPD provided preliminary evidence that HRVs cause exacerbations \[[@CR286]\]. Viral culture associated symptomatic HRV infections with exacerbations among chronic bronchitics, including cases of isolation from sputum (LRT sample) in the absence of HRV in the URT \[[@CR424]\]. Adding the measurement of an inflammatory marker in the serum, like IL-6, further improves the speed of predicting an infectious etiology for exacerbations of COPD \[[@CR425]\].

### Pneumonia {#Sec33}

Pneumonia is a disease that often occurs early in life, is responsible for millions of deaths each year \[[@CR426]\], and is caused by viral and/or bacterial infections. A diagnosis of pneumonia requires a radiologically confirmed inflammatory infiltration of the lung tissue. Childhood community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) is common in developing countries \[[@CR427]\]. CAP also complicates existing chronic medical conditions and takes advantage of immunosenesence \[[@CR428]\].

The role of HRVs in contributing to the development of bacterial pneumonia is likely underestimated \[[@CR426], [@CR429]\]. Determining an etiology is confounded by the rarity of obtaining LRT specimens, by short-term studies, and by the complex milieu of viruses and bacteria involved. Less invasive sampling of the URT permits more routine sampling and screening, and so convenience and reduced risk have led to the detection of putative pathogens in the URT with the general assumption that they account for LRT disease, especially in children under the age of 5 years \[[@CR430]\]. Pneumonia studies are complicated by the lack of a suitable control group; sputum is not produced from the healthy lower airway and needle aspiration, while a gold standard is also a hospital procedure with some risk \[[@CR431]\].

Studies that are comprehensive and use sensitive molecular testing are also rare for the study of CAP etiology. When used for CAP investigations, PCR methods almost double the microbiological diagnoses over conventional culture and serology techniques, especially improving the identification of mixed infections and fastidious viruses \[[@CR432]\]. Rapid diagnosis aids management and helps make decisions about treatment, while prolonged searching for an etiological agent leads to further invasive testing \[[@CR256], [@CR433]\]. At least a quarter of clinical CAP cases remain unsupported by microbiological findings \[[@CR241], [@CR432]\].

Infections causing pneumonia vary with age and vaccination status \[[@CR433]\]. Viruses can be detected in up to 90 % of infants (1--12 months of age) with pneumonia, and these cases follow a seasonal pattern \[[@CR427], [@CR433]\]. Bacteria can also be detected in over 90 % of infants and older children, the elderly, and those with severe CAP \[[@CR432], [@CR434]\]. Studies that predated the use of PCR pronounced HRSV, followed by HRVs, the major viral contributors to CAP, with viruses comprising 27--72 % of childhood pneumonia cases \[[@CR429], [@CR434]\]. In the PCR age, the role of HRVs has received increasing attention, and they are increasingly the major viral group detected from both URT and LRT (sputum) specimens of children with CAP. This holds true even when studies extend across 1 or more years, which presumably would account for seasonal variation in virus prevalence \[[@CR241], [@CR256], [@CR426], [@CR434]\]. It is suspected that viruses such as HRV prepare the way for subsequent bacterial infection in some direct or indirect fashion \[[@CR65], [@CR259], [@CR420], [@CR435]\]. There are laboratory data which support this \[[@CR436]\] as well as observational data showing a high proportion of HRV-bacterial co-detections \[[@CR256], [@CR437]\].

Mixed infections including viruses are a possible cause of antibacterial treatment failure and sometimes a puzzle for physicians. Mixed infections occur frequently in LRT diseases such as pneumonia, which is not surprising since new techniques make it clear that the lungs are not the sterile environments we once thought \[[@CR427], [@CR434], [@CR438], [@CR439]\]. Viral-bacterial coinfections can comprise 15 % of patients, while viral-viral (2--30 %) and bacterial-bacterial (1--7 %) are much less common \[[@CR230], [@CR241], [@CR256], [@CR434], [@CR437]\]. HRSV or HRV is often co-detected with *S. pneumoniae* in URT samples \[[@CR256], [@CR437], [@CR440]\]. HRV detections dominate in younger children with pneumonia during peak HRV seasons, although frequently in co-detections with other viruses \[[@CR230]\].

### Acute Bronchitis {#Sec34}

Acute bronchitis (less than 4-week duration in children) is defined as a sudden cough that often results from large airway infection and frequently involves viruses. Croup or laryngotracheobronchitis (viral or recurrent \[[@CR441]\]) is a common LRT illness in children that includes the trachea and larynx as well as the larger airways, resulting in a barking cough. Patients with croup most often have a viral infection with some role for HRVs, although the extent of this is unclear \[[@CR441], [@CR442]\]. Despite testing, a third of cases remain without a viral etiology \[[@CR441]\]. Tracheobronchitis resulted from some HRV-A15 infection of volunteers \[[@CR46]\]. Chest pain and cough have been reported in half or more of adults with HRV infection \[[@CR207]\] as well as in children and adults with HRVs detected during exacerbations of bronchitis, with or without an associated ARI \[[@CR443], [@CR444]\].

### Bronchiolitis {#Sec35}

Bronchiolitis occurs seasonally, especially in winter, in infants (1--12 months of age), affecting the small peripheral bronchioles. Winter is the peak season for HRSV circulation, but not usually for HRV. Bronchiolitis is a clinical diagnosis encompassing various disease entities and is most often reported in association with detection of HRSV, a winter virus \[[@CR445], [@CR446]\]. However, HRVs make up the majority of HRSV-negative bronchiolitis cases \[[@CR128]\], and HRVs are co-detected with HRSV for which hospitalization is prolonged compared to cases positive for either virus alone \[[@CR447]\]. Those children positive for an HRV during a clinically diagnosed bout of bronchiolitis have a significantly higher risk of recurrent wheezing in the subsequent year than those in whom another virus is detected \[[@CR446]\]. HRVs were reported in over fivefold more cases of bronchiolitis than HRSV among patients in a 2-year prospective cohort of very low birth weight infants in Buenos Aires, Argentina \[[@CR448]\].

### Sinusitis {#Sec36}

After a viral ARI, some proportion of infections may be complicated by sinusitis (inflammation of the sinus mucosa), the extent of which may be underestimated in children if the ARI is mild and unattended by parents \[[@CR11]\]. Symptoms may include sinus pain, headache, facial pain, discolored nasal discharge, postnasal drip, cough, sore throat, malaise, and sometimes fever (more so in children) \[[@CR367], [@CR449]\]. The precise role for viruses and bacteria in sinusitis is still unclear \[[@CR450]\]. Sinusitis is a common comorbidity in those with asthma \[[@CR451]\]. The in situ presence of HRV-B14 RNA in maxillary sinus epithelium was reported in seven of 14 adults with acute sinusitis \[[@CR452]\]. HRVs were also detected by PCR in half of adults with acute maxillary sinusitis; half of the HRV positives were negative for any bacteria \[[@CR65]\]. The common cold is often associated with computed tomographically confirmed sinus cavity occlusion or abnormality in adults with self-diagnosed ARIs \[[@CR367], [@CR453]\]. Magnetic resonance imaging identified reversible abnormalities of the paranasal sinuses in a third of healthy adult volunteers following challenge with HRV-A39 \[[@CR454]\]. Further evidence of the tropism of HRVs for sinus tissue comes from it being, so far, the only successful host for in vitro HRV-C replication \[[@CR63]\].

### Cystic Fibrosis {#Sec37}

Culture- and serology-based testing has shown that virus infections in cystic fibrosis (CF) patients occur with the same prevalence as the general community, but the consequences of infection are more obvious or severe. These include deterioration of lung function, cough, increased expectoration and weight loss, and a synergistic increase in bacterial growth or acquisition of new bacterial infections \[[@CR107], [@CR455]--[@CR458]\]. The mechanism behind the acquisition of new bacteria is still unknown and not always observed \[[@CR459]\], but may involve a reduction in the host's immune response or viral damage to the respiratory epithelium. There is circumstantial evidence that HRV infections have been associated with respiratory exacerbations in cystic fibrosis patients \[[@CR459], [@CR460]\], albeit in very low numbers by nonmolecular studies \[[@CR461]\] and without a significantly different clinical outcome from non-HRV ARIs in these patients \[[@CR107]\]. Molecular methods have not yet been applied regularly, thoroughly, and systematically, but they generally find HRVs to be prominent among CF children with ARI-associated respiratory exacerbation and involved in mixed viral-bacterial infections \[[@CR459]\].

Control and Prevention {#Sec38}
======================

Hand washing and disinfectant wipes have been shown to be effective methods of interrupting transfer from fomites to the nose or to conjunctivae \[[@CR87], [@CR288], [@CR293]\]. However, with eye rubbing, face touching, and nose-picking occurring frequently \[[@CR47], [@CR290]\], self-inoculation often outpaces personal hygiene, particularly in the young.

Hand disinfection is frequently recommended for prevention of HRV infection but has not been supported by controlled clinical trials in a natural setting \[[@CR462]\] despite good results in experimental tests \[[@CR463]\]. Ethanol-containing disinfectants were more effective than simple hand washing with soap and water for removal of HRV-A39 inoculum, as assessed by culture, and the inclusion of organic acids afforded a residual antiviral effect \[[@CR463]--[@CR465]\]. However, continual hand washing with extra ingredients resulted in skin irritation \[[@CR462]\]. The experimental testing \[[@CR463], [@CR464]\] may have been biased by short study periods, the absence of a mucus carrier to mimic natural surface deposition and overly stringent control over virus application/hand disinfection compared with the natural study. Additionally, the natural setting study used PCR \[[@CR462]\] which detects HRVs more often than culture. The disparity between outcomes may also reflect the contribution of airborne HRV transmission.

Because of the absence of a vaccine or specific antiviral, the most popular method of intervention in uncomplicated HRV ARIs is treatment of the symptoms. This is achieved using analgesics, decongestants, antihistamines, and antitussives. Due to a lack of studies, data are limited on the effectiveness of over-the-counter common cold medications for children \[[@CR466]\]. Anticholinergic agents have proven useful to reduce rhinorrhea \[[@CR467]\]. For controlling symptoms in those with exacerbated asthma, most of which do not require hospitalization, bronchodilators and oral corticosteroids are the main treatments \[[@CR468]\]. The interruption of proinflammatory immune responses or specific signaling pathways using steroids, or other novel therapeutics, may prove to be a more robust approach for treating HRV infections; they have not been successful for HRSV \[[@CR325]\].

When initiated early in the illness, a combination of antiviral (IFN-α2b) and anti-inflammatory (chlorpheniramine) components showed promise for interrupting nasal viral replication and symptoms \[[@CR469]\].

Antiviral agents (Table [29.3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) require early application to effectively precede the pathogenic immune response to HRV infection \[[@CR325]\], but they often fail to reproduce their in vitro successes in vivo. Most antirhinoviral drugs are based on capsid-binding agents (Fig. [29.11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, oral delivery can complicate drug safety because this route increases the risk of systemic side effects compared to a nasal or topical route, but these risks must be considered alongside the disease to be treated; drug side effects are disproportionately severe compared to a common cold than to a severe asthma exacerbation. A systemic route is beneficial if an effect is sought on HRV replication sites that are otherwise inaccessible, such as those not associated with respiratory tract illness \[[@CR470]\].Table 29.3Preventive and therapeutic compounds affecting HRV infectionsTherapeutic agentPrimary roleEffectEvaluationReferenceIFN-αElicit cellular antiviral effectsDecreased shedding if administered within 24 hToxicity\[[@CR471]--[@CR475]\]Pirodavir (R77975)Capsid binderIntranasal formulation useful against both HRV antiviral groups; three to six doses per dayVariable efficacy, irritation, and mucosal bleeding\[[@CR471], [@CR476], [@CR477]\]WIN54954Capsid binderBroadly active in miceReduced efficacy in humans\[[@CR471], [@CR478]\]WIN56291Capsid binderActive against HRV-C15Effect only in organ culture so far\[[@CR161], [@CR479]\] \[[@CR63]\]Pleconaril (WIN63843)Capsid binderResolved symptoms 1--2 days earlier than placebo. Some types are resistantFDA issued "not approvable" letter because of side effects\[[@CR471], [@CR477]\]Vapendavir (BTA798)Capsid binderPotent binding in animal modelsGood bioavailability and safety profile in animals. Phase IIa trial complete\[[@CR477], [@CR480]\]Rupintrivir (AG-7088)3C protease inhibitorInsignificant impactDiscontinued\[[@CR470], [@CR471], [@CR481], [@CR482]\]EnviroximeReplication inhibitorPotent anti-replicative activity in vitroSide effects in vivo\[[@CR406], [@CR472]\]TremacamraSoluble ICAM-1 moleculeCould reduce experimental cold symptoms and the quantity of virus shed if administration occurs before or after inoculation but prior to the development of symptoms\[[@CR483]\]TiotropiumAnticholinergic agent (bronchodilator)Reduced HRV-B14 viral load and RNA levels, decreased susceptibility of cells, reduced ICAM-1 mRNA levels and IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8 protein levels in cultureNo obvious change to cell viability in culture\[[@CR484]\]LevofloxacinQuinolone antibioticReduced HRV-B14 and HRV-A15 viral load (major group HRVs; not the minor group virus, HRV-A2) and RNA levels, decreased susceptibility of cells, reduced ICAM-1 mRNA levels and IL1β, IL6, and IL8 protein levels in cultureNo obvious cytotoxicity in culture\[[@CR485]\]Pellino-1Regulates IRAK-1Controlled primary epithelial cell non-IFN response to HRV-A1; knockdown by siRNA reduced CXCL8 in primary BECsDid not cause unwanted shutdown of an antiviral response. Target unknown\[[@CR486]\]AzithromycinMacrolide antibioticSignificantly increased IFNs and ISG mRNA and proteins resulting from HRV-A1 and HRV-A16 infection in primary BECs. Reduced HRV replication and releaseModest effect in cell culture at relatively high concentration. Mechanism unknown\[[@CR487]\]*FDA* US Food and Drug Administration, *ICAM-1* intercellular adhesion molecule 1, *IFN* interferon, *IRAK-1* interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase-1, *BEC* bronchial epithelial cells Fig. 29.11A simplified depiction of two protomers in opposition on a cross section of a pentamer. The positions of the structural peptides are indicated as is the canyon that circumscribes the central axis of the pentamer. The pocket (*asterisked*) at the base of the canyon is shown without the pocket factor or occupied by a stylized capsid-binding molecule (*red*). *VP1*-*VP4* Viral protein (Adapted from McErlean et al. \[[@CR61]\])

Unresolved Questions and Problems {#Sec39}
=================================

The recent discovery of the new species, HRV-C, has shone a bright light on how little was known about the HRVs. The HRV-Cs and also the newly discovered HRV-As and HRV-Bs are fastidious in culture, with a single report of HRV-C growth in primary sinus tissue, and the identity of a cellular receptor still unknown. Thus, it is difficult to proceed in many areas, including basic virology, seroepidemiology, immunobiology, and antiviral testing. Determination of the receptors for these new HRVs would aid the search for a more accessible culture system. There would be great interest in a vaccine for some or all of the HRVs, but with increasing evidence of the interactions between HRVs, their hosts, and other respiratory viruses, it may not be wise to interfere before we fully understand what the impact of losing a constantly circulating HRV challenge would be. Antivirals specifically targeting the HRVs may be a better bet, but routine HRV testing and genotyping will first need to be more widespread as surveillance for antiviral resistance will be an important component of monitoring the success of any intervention.

Studies to determine whether there are differences in clinical and immunobiological impact between the many different types are lacking but would greatly improve our ability to plan future routine testing, understand all the clinical responses to the diverse HRVs and to outbreaks of ARI, and improve HRV epidemiology. It is interesting to note that the HRV-Bs are significantly underrepresented in HRV detections. We do not yet know their niche or clinical impact. It may be possible that HRV-Bs are the most well adapted of the HRVs, causing little to no detectable clinical impact, or they may create a different impact than that which we expect, or they may be a species in decline.

The jury remains out on whether HRVs cause or are involved in the development of asthma or merely trigger exacerbations once asthma is established. With a very high healthcare impact from asthma around the world and atopic conditions that may be exacerbated by HRVs on the rise, this is an important area for further investigations.
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